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LJcGlll College

or
The Joint Faculties of Arts, Ture elenae^ and .q: mirco

Iteport of the Dean, June 1929»

Dq:w Statistics end measurements. _

I am offering an extended report hie year because I think that the 

time has sera when we should review intimately end in some detail the clai «

and the needs of the Oolleye.

o has cha.' - the it. . . ./cars »

I have neverof ue realize fully how great this change has really been, 

known, X think, any college or institution to ch n ;e so completely in eo short

Thin/-;» are not what they 

À few figures may indicate in outline what I mean.
Nevertheless Old MtGIll still Stands fast.a time.

They never were.were.
Art® and 
Science. Total.Commerce.

5295291913-1914 v.ibcr of students enrolle-
1922- 1923
1923- 19B9

832n 687ftwn
13311103flftWM

1913—1914 : umber enrolled in 1st fear
1982- 1923 "
1983- 1920 "

145
n 142.1» . w

45186368w

OfXSieee figures, however, do not by any means tell the whole story. 

the 882 students registered in 1922-33, 182 wore partiale,. many Qf whm had 

failed hopelessly in their entrance examinations, and 91 were allowed, to eater 

as regular undergraduate®, although they had failed in one of their entrance 

subjects, or 273 in all. Of the 1331 registered in 1928-29, only 48 were 

partial®, none of whom had failed in the entrance examinations, and all the 

rest had completed their full entrance examinations, except one, and he had. 

failed only in one-half a subjecti I aay add also that about 150 candidates,
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zsostly Hebrews, who had passed their entrance examinations, were refused

These figures, I ahould point out, too, take no account
l-rri/lt*

of 110 graduates, 1058 students doin; part tine work e^t-ra- mrslly in the 

afternoon* end evenings, and the lecture uork done by members of the atai'l in 

artnent of extra-;aural ns under Colonel Sovey, three cl;

Briefly, therefore, we had 

888 students in 1938-83, 273 of whom were admittedly below grade and no others,

and in 1983-29, 1331 students, onl, one of whom was below grade, plus r4.1 the

e rave, however, corns to the end of the string -te )m>

admission in 1928-86.

work which were nearly negligible in 1988*23.

others I have mentioned.

hot a seat! The j-aculty would pro farthis expansion. We have no more room.

to have fewer and better students then at present, end we should have bettor

students. That is admitted. But that we shall have mxj fewer le doubtful, 

ontroel is growing very rapidly and will probably continue to grow rapidly in

the future.

Standards

I should like at this point to mention tho problem of standards. . o

frequently hear it said by critics outside and inside that our examination

The facte and figures I havestandard* are low at M0G111-# This ie not so.

given abovo ehcwr that we have raised our standards of admission very distinctly

Our standards both of admission and of promotion are ae

I do

during these years.

exacting and S, think :»re exact in;, than in way other Gollege in Oanada. 

not believe in repid end apes;aodic 'Vfcenre* in examination standards.

It ought to be slow. ItUnive.sity is a alow mere. It ie not a échine.

takes a lifetime to refona e colle e soundly.
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Works done least rapidly Art most cherishes. 

Thye^Lf shall afford the example Oiotto.

Thy one work, not to dearest© or d lïtlnieh,

Done at a stsoke, was just (wa<. it not?) ’O’

Thy .great Or.; -.penile 1b at ill to finish.

The doll ere, the University and toe vosrmnlty

I do not wish to say much ah ut the Importance of a College of Liberal

There are.;S in

It iehowever| sose cormonplaceE Which should be called to aind constantly •

SO es. to OVS-lO? W*» . S31

then, three great apparent uses am. they are these, 

teachers for the higher positions in the ubllc chools and the very intensive 

education of n |sw specially pro laine ydung scholars for University positions.

The College of the present day has,

(1) The education of

''«Gill must, for reasons we shell see a little later, be prepared to do more b-

(2) The preliminary training ofthis work in the future than in the pest, 

students who intend to proceed into the las mod profess lone, edicine, Law,

113. students onterln. the ,<idical jheulty nowTheology and ngineering,

require three years in the College end some of then, take the full four ycare, 

virtually all students entering Law and Theology require a lîeehelor’s degi 

and those entering the Faculty of npineerlhg require one year of preliminary 

training and this requirement, 1 suggest, might very well be raised to two years.

ee

It is apparent, therefore, that by the time the student has cone through the

r!igh ;• chool and his preliz rinery- work in the University, hie habits and methods 

of study and work are fixed, or nearly so, and will therefore reutia fixed or

out a 1 hie /ears in the professional foe id. ties and indeed,nearly so throu

.throughout his whole life. The success of the professional faculties depends,
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and Pro.r essors»

i humanhui tRB. „::lnds ai

no rhetoricIt res

:oG iveraity, çpl e le not îS

-eet andbetween

only the place, t

. ror. these prinoi , -lOW #

The College or -niversity hua zx* • #

and twinere of the student on ho recall v
<

ornent of work, every broom, every rush, ever; . 4 t' « purenusea mue

(2) Ittide to aim at that end. s only one >eramouat rule oo

University Administration and that le the lection and pl&ein



■fch© hoax© end the school provide thorn,: evidence,•Iven*The student*» art

fniversi*jjr which theire is Mno way

work well* e.,1 secMB

snse andaot rhetoric hut plainThis also i*Act*
01 testoRishiSC, however, how - I■cf A

to for1?

maple.ne istoçizte e typic * *

fniversitios to co.se torowwho have scon tor croup Of>arson, t
have no Gymnasium.*rïot\ then advise as follows*

\

\a ill, look about a bit, an

ysmaeituft.You should have a
to student;reatljjot itojics add;0U should lavedor literies*

:our library i conUniversity.and esprit de corps in the

our librery building.

unity,
saoaoyThere is no use'ou should enlarge

avc all boohs, acood,Univers!tryin ' to buy rood books only*
■ iolo accoroodation and equiprjant arc

Inin

doing endend indifferent* four
t*one oixsniarge thesefou shouldinadequate*

four depart:x w ©elthssourcesnroetest. Industries and one
etc *ou should reorganise ti 

It is like tcilia 

An alumnus attending a reunion at he cl

of Biological tudidfi is weak an

"his advice is futile*0^0 n

needs shingling*
$nh to be spend in.it‘•muaid »a.6t very aptly When he -■recently expressed this

tî.eiY tir.B building buildings In the Colle os there day All Ofs.”
'OSt

ait: true o.h ave Imagined æy b tTUBo

a- foroeoking thehowever, othod ox

that 1said about thisat cr<n be

lü&suro»ault without ha.virii■llkf ti JL

he.e boen wastedwhiche a v>unt ofte. loneylies extravagance WEway

L
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on thie continent sad especially in the mi ted Status in this way ic colossal. 

It amüBte to billions» 'Be Ihivamities txf Canada, therefore, and .oGill 

a „on.r: then, should: try to profit by the admitted errors of their neighbours.

Let ft University see to It that iti Professors are men who can set an ex-.nple 

of scholarship, anliness and devotion and who ere able to reproduce these 

qualities in their students and all other things will follow ae the day follows

the rising sun» ’•e £SEi fl° *M.a thing if we are to be a distinctive people 

and unleee we become a distinctive people we have no national raison d’etre.

FacrJLty Or; ;anlnation.

'a;fire ls alA» oee r'ethoc. of Acuity Organization which I should

eving graded departmental 

I refer to a department, for «eerie, with a heed irofessor, a second fuU

".‘.-e Profeeeer, An Assistant ‘Tofessor, e Lecturer, Eea 

Tuiofc Assistant, etc.

staffs.

do cot think that this rag ed mechanical for nation 

kas ,'S;u!in‘' v0 uo wlttl the thine» of the .fad, and ay reasons for so thinking

(1) As the depait enta prow normally they tend to a pointare the follow-inc»

lnor •’x;n Aj *e 6 i>ew courses of study and to break ns* ground and thue 

row downwards instead .of upwards. (8) fhie formation leads to difficulties 

w-"'en pro cotions or new t. polntaente become necessary» If the Bead retiree, for 

example, all the -en in line expect to be saved upwards a step, end if thie ie

not < one, or if any one It? taken out of his position In the line, the Internal

morels oi the department is injured and these little personal injuries are very 

Iiard to boni in the Universities, 

arc to heel than the Bean of Me faculty» 

cc-ses from thie line no otion in cGili in :gjr day.

No one knows batter,indeed, how hurd they 

Ü have suffered in at least ebtue

The responsibility 1» 

rdne, but It tool- me some time to find out what was wrong with the system. 

(3) fhis ractleo Is uneconomical, and, therefore, wasteful. It tends to



capital non In the ecture hall a: ..©rtfc whole oprpe ff minor uen.
A t 1 t i; .„. / ' i*., -A '* ** -

af'lesfit encourage and inspire the student and deliver the college

nedlnerlty - and mediocrity if the unpardonable sin in Universities *

They

from

One

1

Ï :now of no practice w$e. calculated to destroy all studenthiaeelf.

appropriation of 17,000, e nor al one with us. It would be better, then, 

I sur est, that this sue should be divided say as follows, >,0,000, :?>00G,

•MOO, 300, letter ffon,es miow, »y tO.OOO, 4,MO, $3,500 , 2,500
....

1,000, 000, which le «bout the way our salaries ran © at present. Two

if-

fritter away the salary account or the department in minor ineffective 

Suppose, for exemple, a department with an annual salary«mounts.

Professor and his younger Tutor or Assistent is really, I think,the most 

officient unit in College work. (4} I a convinced that in.oral outline, 

routine lecturing by minor members of the staff té futile» Post oi these 

lecture courses are worth les» than e ~ood text-book on the subject, and any

student, who is ever so little a student, can learn nore thoroughly from e 

good bedk than he con from taking: down ragged notes from class-room lectures.

I am afraid thatI a freid, indeed, that this method is worse than futile.

A student should never bo taught anything which he as* tcec hIfc is vicious.

k «

a predation and. reverence.
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ado up ot all fullI should prefer In a word to have a staff

st for a noxaont that we shouldtutors•Professors an io not eu

i'dle or minor positions, or that we should perenptorll;abolitb all

refuse to appoint any of this clc All the sujto mdinIn tl future•

circuna tances aust bo token into account In oao? 3 do, ho over,
/Tx.

'•oint -U) the

case*

recommend that our policy in the uture shouldetrorvl

direction I have indicated«

Salaries*

Thwpe le no subject so difficult to ûiaâuse ate the eubjedt of

flie reason is that there le no generally acceptedUniversity salaries.

standard, of measurement It isend ; roper suri.

often said, for exemple, and I think said rightly, that a university Professor 

should have as much salary as a number of the Judiciary, or as a Deputy 

iniater in the Jede al Civil Perries, hut even this Is unlikely In the near

It is true that e University Professor has te follow a Ion; andfuture*

training, and his work is often irksome, but,

las B8tny high enjoynenta srhieh are usually

I have not rmich

severe and sometimes expensiv

on the other IaM, he • indoubtedly

denied to business .en, and often to ?rofessions! men*

the University an who complaint bitterly end peevishly

la ther should he rejoice
Sympathy
because His colleague is being paid ,ore tiian he.

to be worth-while endcontinue Ms work, believing it 
knowin that hiu University will pay him ell it can without sacrificing its

On the other hand, eny University nan who refused a 

higher sal ary for doing the sen»5- or better work elsewhere would be a

therefor ant' proudl

needs in other ways*

Thereh for that*Ven the clergy are not high-minded enoimental aes*
mmri life ee the incones mon earn*is nothing so irrational and unjust in

to society receives a coliiseal income, wiv.le theOne men whoso work is t aenace
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It always has boan bo.prophet and inventor is left to starve.

Our present salaries in icCdll O^U/agt are, however, a&aittedl/ inadequate.

The eoet of living in Pont reel is very high am', the cost of citizenship perilous.

The Mi'-e necessities of life being provided, for, the upward curve It almost

1 assume, too, that a University •roi essor ia entitled to

Put the situâtion at present is

perpendicular.

live in his oôsremity in reasonable atyle. 

nuch core TuanaeiW tinea eàa be indicated by sere generalities, as the following

considerations will show.

jdGÙJ University and Other Oversea» Universities have brought many 

or "iost of their ■doterons fro; Greet Britain in the post. 'This policy,

The aspire ishowever, cannot b© continued ao successfully in the future* 

too big far that and the -jotbsrleM is going to need all her own best

The -/ar has -had its effects, mtfeducationists for sens© time to oone. 

fine eoholart, lie buried or. the fields of : ranee.

Winburgb. and (ttaegow take ell the ueex, of those that regain.

Provincial Universities and. the various London institution», now growing

Oxford, Cambridge,

The

T.: e Scientific Industriesrcpidly in number and sine, take their share, 

will continue to take an ineruasing toll In the future, 

be forced to adopt the principle of maac education from not- on*

inland is sling to

he ought to
è

Qnl, the casual unemployed z-nd the dieatisfloc
A

ones are left, IMrefore, and this 1» not .*pod enough for the Premier Overseas 

Universities. Aft a matter of fiftet this, -ractiec- did not really work well in 

the past when measured by long periods. The -men. who came oversea .ind

succeeded returned home at the first o\porfcmiity, and., those who did «4't
: r ‘ ' ■ V i|,f . %, t :*h ' : '

succeed stayed. The result was obviously not beaaflei&l to the overseas

institutions*

have done no a century ago.

If- we turn next to the united -State©, the proeuect is -.wen poorer 

The large number of highly endowed Universities ofthan in Great Britain.
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the premier class In the United States take all their best 

munificent foundations of x-esearch in all subjects also take their 

The Scientific industries

Theirmen.

share.

are even now robbing EWtteralties of theii best

æen in oonoaica, kthematic», and in ell the Sciences, Already, the 

Universities of the United States are going into the British and kurope&n

ro*et° °"”lnF TrIcea 3“ r“'x-roo£- " « «•.

, ,

of this country may often be visionary and myatifaX, but they are at least 

honest and uaselfieh * Thi*-» nt 6Q* ret®» is Otoe quality of a University 

Professor which other people might well eosÂeteV than they do, 

to follow end that is,There is, therefore, only one alternative

for the Oversees Universities of the premier cleea, aCiU among them, to 

berin to train their owr men : art intensively than in the pest, 

to ei ny then far enough to send then abroad fox further intensive training.

or at least,

Unfortunately this is a very diffinit task at fcGill. 

our biggest and hardest task of all* 

have followed educational ersployrent.' bee

Indeed It is at present 

Tha percenter of en from McGill who

The number of mennever been largo.

Wil° na,e gonb tot0 thc oho Is, Colleges and Universities of the eastern 

irovincas of Canada, including our own ’rorince of ...uebec, is relatively very 

small, and this work in the great new western Provinces has hitherto been almost 

exclusively preempted by men from Toronto, qxtoen’s and Dalhousie.

wtf. dons by McGill in the rovinee of British Columbia, but that ha» now passed 

into other hands.

Good work

The usual way is to blame the Colic o of the

problem I have just outlined. But that is very unfair, The causes at McGill

are much deeper than that. These causes, as I see them are chiefly the 

following, in Montreal,

akskWifo.

:r VVv..:
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1io ne

73.11—tv c 9 netre esBtm

ï v i¥6 &mL &o

haw’s aphorism: ’* WLOor

.070 fill * "ti % <5*|j no

f he wishedthe University aow. o intotoadmired to follow

*&n’c or$o oo.ra to 0211y •

", orIf he wished to > come & statesman, »

-t rdlcine, orsted in science, I siin j i

the next cause*is(3) "lie Sabres invasion at

silvers it but not-. )

hivers1ties of Gem da «

tobe noted*of women students should also oBÏ!

or should, «tier, oeto become,

try to become Ohivarsity 'ro feasors* (4)

reatlSoils; ee has alsonts Stt-enâlîi tbs

who retit les except tito the Halve feware loe

Indeed the high'Gsslonal schools afterwards*

i©s atprofessional chools ere distinctly unjust to the

06an has an instine to follow the j

re,ad to aim at 'eesional schools. ii-1

easier, earn a larger salary, aid have ->11 the

nlversity life witl the others*en jo

’fake away tl our

«ally 8tieB ri0We classes of students I above, and it wi1 HÏ

left wh loot educationalwill .inf or who should to



occupâttone as their life’s work.

There ie one end only one possible solution to this prebien, and

that is, to boldly increase the remuneration, recognition and other .;dventa sc

o to - 1P t j aie ■ ...... i . ... ;i

to the moW r-reraising end en&itioue students emaftig oui number. The future

of Old IcCrill depends more upon this than upon anything alee I >xiow. I know

Of no other way to yet rid of mediocrity. If we treat any dees of uen in the 

community in a nodioere way, we can only honestly empeot a mediocre return in

the long run.

I have appended to this report a list of Professors in the ;6

I do not suggest that the present 

imuabents should ha paid these amounts forthwith. 1 do not wist to be

I 'neve onli used this list to show 

whet. I think the salaries in t eir positions should be, if the Bolleye is

i am, convinced that w@ could not adequately 

and honestly refill any ox sheet* positions for a leaser sum.

' cî/^io o V

and the aelertee they now receive*

mists • xt for a mmm$ on that point.

not to "sink i’ the scale’'.

The total

per annum.

*01» Depart ants

X now wish to turn to the severed departments of study, and than 

• in turn, in tl -

iiolofty.

The Xlnivorsity it, probably petting less returns for it* Investment

The reasons, ae Iin this department than in nny other large department*

(1) Biological qtudics at ifcOill have hithertoSee'them, nre the following*

•jteept for so a claeeee in Botanybeen annexed to the faculty of edlcine.

*

;• f v i

f- ;• >.

m

as
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students incapabl làsucco

4©-thls subject 1 iflrt

tea 3ao2as ztowled 01

le 8*60.6,

some Etudié63 v | $

an illitéraon by e M rs nt can aoquii

cognate studies ? nc eds ant at

iay required.

hie d it ot n onl irea omiel*

have tried reorranizatloi predict without appreciable results.

; no use s.’:vJ liar positions curriculum.

son le obvlo cannot rate uni they b Ml

in a we which admits oi roressors
■ echI OSI O-

to t f-teoh all the mow, 7i °»
oe callad. to hue curious in when a c6D&it..b ntol

nsm® ox pre-medical sa re sto, thefrom 1M to II and,

subject cessed to be yre •lit 18

f*« Lloyd be translated to a research professorship

anti relieved of oat of his teas i’u lüI recommend that two new ctv

professors be e ded to the to replacetuent of Botany, one oi

/’ roi'esaor two should be eneralfor thevne o: out pt -i (/,i a9

Botanist end the other a denetisist or plant Pathologist.

probabl ? prettier sub- ct and has very important bearings upon special

roblens of breeding. lent is of great importance to our fi<à datholo;

crest industries in far as Zoology is concerned a capitalen ...6...an ana.

man of interest and initia tive will to be ; ound to replace Dr* 111«yf::.&Vd

a retires.
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Possibly the Geneticist should be placed in this department if funds

be available for both plant Pathology and Genetics.

Perhaps at this point I may be permitted to say a word about the

I do not think

y:'»; 
h .. " •- ~ ‘

movement to appoint Besearch Professors in Universities.

■
There are always two classes of Professors, viz., thosefollowing reasons.

who are mini,, interested in the work of the students, and those who are

I do not think that they should be divided in an arbitrary way into two
•> :

separate groups. That, I believe, would be unfair to both groups and to
. .CW T o- • 1 ■ «S . ' . iv • . f'%r. * . * L

the students. A Professor who hasn't interest enough tn his subject to
• .4 . :: ■ :

follow up his own researches outside the classroom is a drone and ought 

not to be In a University at all, and a Professor who is unable or unwilling

to teach a few students in his subject is usually a laboratory tinker, and 

sometimes a mere pretender, 

res each should be relieved of s<

Doubtless men who ere deeply interested in 

of their teaching ork, and I think

that a nan who does say four hours or teaching work a week will do as good 

and even better research work than if he did no Reaching at all. 

researches will help him to throw new light on his teaching and his teaching 

will help to keep his mind clear on fundamentals. .11 real truth is simple 

and can therefore be simply taught.

His

I have nothing to offer in this department. 13y knowledge of

1 know, however, that this is really thethe subject is Infinitesimal, 

only department in the University at present which is both able and willing 

to do all the necessary work lec ini; to a Doctor's degree, 1 have included
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Depart vînt in the appended salary list and for the rest it will have

mitted to offer a tm seaeral sue, estions,

A depart ent of .vdueetion in a university is in a peculiar position.

:*•

Council at bhe expense of other equally important interests in the University.

This is a splendid department. I have nothing but compliments to 

There is no decent teaching of this subject, however, in the Public 

Sehools of the Province end this sometimes nakee it very discouraging for 

the Department.

offer.

Bconp-lca and Political .Science

iliie depnrtment is, I think, euîfio 1 ently manned. At present, 

Its. m !9on and Day are doing good work. A capital sound economist will

It Is not a little Ibs-.a1 School or Teachers» Training lollege within a 

University. If it attempt to be that end no more, it will fail. The 

Professor met be first of all a University man and he ust, therefore, be 

Interested in odueation fron a university elevation, lie .ust be himself an

Dfluoation,

to exercise its own autonory with this caution, however, that every depart

ment which sits in Faculty Council :ist be loyal to the Feeulty. it

example of fine scholarship, else he will not eoræawtd the respect end

have to be found at eny cost to succeed Dr, Leacock as soon ee he retires.

use its position to promts its own interests both inside and outside
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iiliar with theco-operation of his colleagues• must til so be

ucction else he will notox

tort of educationists in other institutions I

position or power to influence thee has, however,ir

student and sympathetic adviser# S# isSchools of

e is € teachers and an exp or: -nt artnot an administ oner 02vOr»

critic of educational ideas and values in the University,

pio is owevc to do,~ I>

li field well iefined.eh la a bi

cation, t les the iiEietor1story oxThe ran one

in ell. ere» to educate the. is elves, is undoubtedly the most f*sc and

This subject is usufellsufrestive chapter in all human life#

the ordinary pedagogue hasn’t enough scholarly interetinperfsStly bscene

vacation, too, ie ofhiloso?to appreciate ite importance.

lire Alias of OBtiOIpie,great interest# such problems, for exs as If

lia imeThe School and Soclefhe chool and the Individual, *

ecuettee and )oitelation olTheb«rature and science in due at ion,01

to#,all fall in this fie]Subjects in the ehool and the University, etc#

la. sa leal andanti, they also have a ©rature behind them,brilliant 1

lu cation te; otiern, froi :lato to the present time* Psychology of

'.ore difficult because it hot been nauled so much in ; ears#

9Vertheloer> this subject contains rzuoh sound, use Ail, human material which 

every teacher shoul

Stiy,

know e ubjecte such 1* Adolescencereelate »c

;aurht revei'&ntlshoul 3©

all lorbiti unproven theories hould be avoided, altogether» ;revor

nd< upon the an.

ffoits chieflyt Jhould bend ite

towards the training of c< ntiidetea for the ehools of&w

eu
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the Province. Tso or three, even one of ;hese added to theor

chool each year will tell In th end. in any case, uat bethe

done with great patience at firs e for the general class©® required 

hut it ie not from thenby th Licensing Board, they have to be done.

that wo .hell get our best recuits.

1 recommend, therefore, that Two or Three 

from the peeial Tovinclel cued for this sub

Thousand ./oilers be taken 

j-et to be awarded at

scholarships to three or four creditable graduetee of the College who a 

wish to spend on© or two /ears studying for their

annual!

•A* degree In this
iepertaymt, with a view to takin positions In the High

osslbly in this way we my be able 

..roup of really Interested trained

ehoola and private
preparatory schools of the Province.

eventually to ret together a small

Wm.tlonl.to In toe «comity. 0» espeptenltlM for observation and

uni halted.

English

This depavlteeéttt le very much oveffeurdened•

nglitin and this is mortï than twice the number in the next

There are over 1,?CX)

registrations in

largest department In the loUega» 

three hours ion -

There are over 2,300 extminntion papers 

to correct every .pril and this task alone would re uire 

eight hours a day for a month, 

icnthly ole.aa essaye also run into several thousand In number throughout the

four men workln vvrltten tern teste end

lx
■ t W be easily see, therefore, that far too uoh of the tine of 

t.:UE apartment 1» taken up by Irksome,routine, clerical work of thie kind. 

This, le unfair.

year.

It does not leave enough time for reading, study and 

I recommend thewriting. ■polntEsnt of an additional full Inofe tot of

English who shall be first of all example of literary scholarship, styleam

V
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ao .1 B/era Club, The Abating Union, The ChoitX .Society, The.'c-f-m.

"naical Club, The 01 eo Club, and even the ,ruoh .aligned lied and bite Revue' ■ - • • •' . .

ere ell useful educational t.geneiee if we only have the wisdaen to .joke . ood

and being coached by Tutors for a severely technical examination, oral end 

written, at the end of air tom. During all these formative years from 

1? to 88, therefore, hie powers of sslf-eaprcssion have been allowed tc

/naic and. the :.iae .'.rts are the inspiration and soul of &U fine

>

1 also suggest the foundation of a nowcan bo found.

brilliant examination records fail so hopelessly in after life? Oils is

iîcàm With first rank honour® and nodal, and has taken hie .:UA,

ft

“i
5H2.

cxga lande and then proceeds to <Mo*d or lanvard, where he spends three

> t •

*of Intensive hook study, listening to lecturers by hrefessors,

TeptU't^iCnt of fine rte,

practice of Dm», Bisie, Debating, -Mic ..pcn-lnt and fublic heading at

and a greet disappointment to all his friends.

This is vicions. The g.ood student should be given every possible 

opportunity ànd. encoure ce-.- ;ent 

hic College days,

••entai breakdown® era not

uneormn.

to practice celf-expreeaion by word and deed during ./ 

1 suggest that wo should eneouar c it. every way the

ptuszling problems in University éducation. ^fcy do so many students with

■
«• 19 -

The work in the from in the Itogwe Rail hoc been a success,

.

point the way, in pert at least, towards the solution of one of the .-cost

and n&mtejrs*
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literature written or spoken. 1 recosraend the appointment of a full 

With one Professor, carefullyProfessor of fine Arts. o hoc en, and by
I M, Vn

-v. . '7F ;-x.fl isio, the Department of rchi eoi ,r; an:the help of che

allied literary studies we could, 

department of this kind at hcOill.

1 am convinced, build up a splendid. 

I su .081 t;:81 all lectures on the

history, theory, literature and philosophy of : Susie should be

Ibly the Head of Che . rvat

Iren in
this department. ■Utile should
be e Director and not a Dean.

German.

This Depart. »ont is doing excellent work, 

a thorough teacher and one cf
- roles or Waiter is

tr beet scholars in the land. ~rofessor
Graff is else going pood work and is an excellent scholar. I }isve no
Chan es to reco-r^onfi.

• atherntics

This Department is doing 

could 56 in any Tnirsrsity#

v --..thing a depart.:eat of ethenaties 

,r* Hrrey will retire next year, am I hare

el read;/ ^-commended that • . ho , can be appointed to a full xofessor- 

*|h@li®hed record as a teacher of 

'"*** t$Cr ÎB>*h0 •**▼«?* ity if nitobfc. and is now with the fun life

■Dr . nhcLeea had aship.

Assurance C • '-:2y ’D Gara-i'a in this city. I hare no further recousue nd at lone
to make.

ilistpry

three •i'iofessore in this department are capable class-roam 

x must admit, however, that l do not think that the department 

Let la® oxolein.

lecturers.

is well designed. There are in the join three great
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(1) Ancient Histoxy, includinperiods of historyt the History ox
and BÉsb, (&} buropo&n History, (3) ritieh and Overseas History« incl

the history of the United t&tee of America. Of these three

xird are usually regarded aa :ioe t essential in Jolie

universities on this Continent* ‘till three our historian now< I
belon-; principally to the second period, and the result of its i:- that w<

Ancient History:enerol Histon Inc lu dirxave no ome.a ?
abandoned altogether, Srltish Constitutional s a

with ns, le Iven only to a few honour students, the o:
S

is >y a Professor v;ho admits thati «Î is not as&u; "1

rhis is a typical examplefield, i
illustrating the ;:.un, even within a single deparfc.ie:eneral principle tha V*
cannot be e: unless they be equippedwasted to oo-operate successful!

trr.Ined in a way which ?sakes co-operation possible*

the earns thing, or nearly th thin-;, e oeeoneB vez

no reoo'saendetione to je.; nti •

this d partaient has been increased a rapid!;/ in recent yeaa's t*G the

Budget of say other department in the College, 

present aa the subject warrants*
anti 1 ti t ink làx

Oriental Langue,’ as*

i should abolish this depart:sent aitorether*

nearly all oi these are lews who elec

in ordêr to fill in the number of subjects ior a degree*
There is one class allunfair* CW£ anti i':‘: U ;t by a 'bbi *

inj a non-sectarian sity , Would ' J.loW t..
eny other sect. e also a few, very few, intending maological
stud ntt- in sons of the classes, but all shtese wo .Id be
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advised to spend their time on Greek. If any Theologian bo not scholar

enough fcc read the hew Testament in Greek, he is not likely to read the Old

Indeed it is perfectly futile to attempt to teach 

Hebrew to a student who has no adequate training in Greek and Latin, 

intending Theologlnne should follow Greek and Latin in their

Gee ta-lent in Hebrew.
- ;i

All

m.rte course.

year, or say one in each

of the third and fourth ycare, but these could be done better than at

by one of the Hebrew scholars on the staff of the affiliated Iheolo leal 

Colleges.

There should be one course in Hebrew in tho fourth

present

Physics

5;is department is, 1 think, the most expensive in the diversity-

on all four counts, viz., building, maintenance, equipment and salaries* 

total for salaries is
The

enou h, I should say, to pty orft 3L,o fro. OD

Professors oi international reputation and a complementary corps of Assistants,

.

with the cost*

The Department seems to bs aors interacted 

m j. indins scholarships to send its ;praduate student abroad than in teaching 

then at home.

they do not seem to come through.

t-estât toes 1 fed . chat some of the- iseabwrt of the staff are

alleys gazing at the top of e hill they eennot climb♦ 

a - y «le a has reached dizzy heists in recent years, but there is no reaching

lid doubt the Science

This department

also illustrates, I think, one of the greatest sources of internal 'watte" in

îMversltÿ adisinletstion, 

a large number of o;-tional or alternative courses, 

bourses cell for additional vteff eseiet&noe.

I refer to the prectiof of departments offering

Obviously these alteitmtive 

The «umber and cost of the 

staff, in other words, varice directly with the number of course & in the

5

mm j
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The rmxinsm nuaber of courses which e studentdepart:."entai curriculum»

for the bachelor’s dferrea is 9 and there are 26subjectcan take in en

It is true that some of these are one houroffered in this department.

graduates, but that onl. lessens the difficulty » Of 

all the subjects in the curriculum, ioreover, .ihyslce is the one which

The plan of Physics is be

courses end seme foi

laegt adults of oein divided up in this ;my.

The sequence and correlationrigid. as the plan of a cathedral or e. tower, 

of aub-aubjeots ie t-Iiaoet coajbiotely fixed* 

additional staff always cells for additional equipment,

I do not wish to be severe, but I think it ie my duty to poin^ out these

hysise is not the only sinner, 

rosing old after & >ood day’s work*

I need not idd, too, that

maintenance, room, *$tc •

facta, and, be it added,

The infirmitiesjDr* TVs Is

The younger .en are nil .oodof Ur* rmee and iny 1 need not mention*>*•
, but I <lo not think that acre than one or two of thasi a ill- over r ach

then will saae

Two capital men will therefore, be needed in

man

both teaching and research* 

this depart,..-.(tot very soon, and these non cannot bt procured now at low coes*

Paycholoiiy

The plan ieThis départi ont has an excellent laboratory* 

convenient, the fixtures and connections perfect, and the r.ecce/ ciy oquip-

I need not repeat* too, w.sat I have said 

so often before both by spoken and written word, that the policy oi the 

foliage is to ’^ake the very beet possible use of this laboratory for the

:nt ie being slowly .aaeeabledi

mutual advantage of both the Faculty of Arts and the'faculty of TMieine.

There are, however, pome very co : lex and very abstruse queetion» in relation

to this subject Which will have to be settled so eti::;e, but I cannot diecuea

I should have to write a learned treatise to do so*them here.



hoaanee lingua as.

Fhs staff this deox *t :8nt is distinetl; isoelleneoue*
Nevertheless it ie doia The standards in the

;han in any of tta Universities of theIS Sag! i sh-spealTirtr,
revinses, an’ this Is It ohould bo. b’enofe. it the language of
instruction in all classes. c ~tû (?ot a Td Of nrlieh
S3B.11 special roup o students in the first /ear coeain from wholly n. lish-

3indents in the Jolie/
ROf) can listen to a lecture or lay in 1rench end understand it fully.

1 or oral k reach thçue never has been never will he a school which can
teach a facile uee Oi the lan uayo in conversation

Aie art can only be acquired by
except to a very select 

ally uee of the .language in afew.

french cpeakin co’x-iunity. Saadin reach, listenin to - rsneh, and
epeaking h rench are three almost entirel; sepepate psychological processes.

"he depart: ient needs e new taan « rh head of this department should
be socle U intimate wit! Me stoff and should do every thing possible to
keep them together end to stay witt the college. I deeply regret the loss 

e is e. fine scholar, but I fear that his pieceof irofessor Itegie .eeeac •
is in a University m lie iwn country.

oclolo

The subject called ociology, ae I uoderstond it, ie a co >ound 
olitiflnl cienoe, .'ooial ..t ics, Payehology andof conozdca oc ialt

'herapoutics, and the department is, 
opai’t: monta end hence more waste.

therefore, apt to overlap these other

J. think that the student should learn 
hir mademental économie», ethics and Psychology before going into Uociolo
and that the subject should, lerefore, be limited to the third and fourth
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probably to the fourth /ear» and one or u»e grcruate /ears

roi. oator capable of keeping to 7l7ija_

.chool for

years or

leading to the Masters degree» 

distinctive problem pi the subject is enough.

orkept- Î have nothing to do in -thie -oj -il fcj «

One

With the

; Seeial

Oomeree

1 should like to add e few eosment® on the work of the tchool of

Oorsterce in the iacuity»
• er cesse to zne durtic the last - sw years one. u .11 

**I only bad on ale .entary tchool
$- have had many

6 story something like the follower... •

I worked on the milrooâ, I succeeded, hc-.-ofer, cM - now owneducation.
to succeed to this business, and heI went ?a2 sona prosperous business. 

wishes to 4o <o hlrr-oX f « endjjut I want to ivt some tone to the business,

w'^ioh ere of great inportence to us. In 

hat studies do you think he
there ere som eelentifio subjects 

any cast. I want ay eon to yet an education, 

should foilor in order to get a cr ditable voller.e education which will, at

interest in the business and to .aanage 

Uaiverftitiee, as I have 

this class of student In recent 

answered this question 

at ivoGill has answered.it in pert,

the same tine, help him to take en

Despite the ret that our

already pointed out, have oeen stampeded by

it- succc «fully."

years, no University, no far ar. I know, has. over

auccossfi.illy* The f-ehool of Co®. îerce

but not wholly* Let s» explain.

offer a college

different ola.':' ocmaunity, (1) account»

(3) Professional oonoaists and z-tatistieians, 

The first, third end fourth of these classes ere

four

(E) General business on 

end (4' Actuaries.

cOKOotently taken care of by the reculer department® of Accountancy,

The second class, however, isoonoaaids and. '.ethers.tics respectively, 

very poorly taken cere of by our h-ohool at present, and it i* this class
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I suspect, rhlch the promoters reftll; had most in ùnti when the Je bool 

wes first founded. Htr
% far the largest minder of students in our School

et any rate tire really loocifcg for an education which will 

financial end cemercial
fit thesE. for

occupations in life. How is thi;. to be done?

I recommend the creation of a Chair of Cornacre©, end r.he appoint-

-nent of « full time rofeoeor to take cere of this work. This work is

by three part-tiw»

f the Lawyer, e ior Lawyer, and j. t oi

of the layman arc entirely different.

The point

ik :
*;•>:>' k.

'ho Lawyer looks at the fitter
fror the point of via* of some section in the Civil Code, or ef some .root 

cese in Jurisprudence, the Layma from the point of view of

cf..;, , or example, tue sulo ans shipment of a consign out of goods from 

Liverpool to out real, is

« concrete

tion,

eontr-'1.1 vu business custo ms and j/$p. ctiees which
.• V ' Ï

ReVv',> <JOae "no ie*» a9d ^ iB this substantial, depend able pert -of the

transaction which every student or v.o nerco 

.rhi; .tone business en have to do with Isolated sections of the Code
should mow find unde re tond.

, current
lejnl =,«xins and aoot oases, the better. They .cannot possibly learn enough 

abort the lc;y to practice it safely in their own business. I speak with 

sam coRilavuce on this point, as 2 taught Com :eyeiftl -ales, and iceptifthle

unconditionally in the value of Cocsseree end Oenerel business as a subject 

of Uhivsrei-by study. The way mn live and work and auceeed and foil in the

■ • -,, • *.

hueineat- world ie e profoundly human study, and hae a r rht to rank with the

The Arte trftiaing ia reelly *-;©ant
. :-rn.:vost human subjects in the curriculum.

Tor literary find professional men.

,| •

...
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■'•■chol»r&hips _

imBgeé and -geaninglees: condition et ureee#|# 

j oars age when the puroheeiftg value of money to the ultl ate
lost of the, date froct thirty

consumer was
three tisw8 whftt U lfc now f,nd therefore the present stipend* are too snail 
to encourage competition.
clear outstanding distinction, because they 
technical aieoellancouB

-oreover these scholarships offer very little 

&i’t Ut.ai'dcd for so .-any petty

•*• aevc repeatedly to arrest*reasons.
tho : tn ease sort of rational plan tut without success* fht- iem of the
original endow; sate are fixed J.n moet ca&cs 
old rules standing in the way'.

e3ac* itt ctii»r» there are always
Sotie of w«fe b too, are wholly charitable,

and 1 do not believe in ai t<ritable aehdlarehipe. 
for scholarship and not for eh&i'iti

-Cholai'siiipy are awarded
?ht* proper say to iakt care of deserving

charitable cases ia tlirough an aid <>$■ loan fund for that 
necessary, therefore, to find

urpose. It 1»
eor'(: rlnelple upon which all scholars!, ipc

funds should be administered, and I suggest the- following principle. All 
ao,arranged that a certain number of exceptionally 

.say be able to pay a substantial paid; of their College 
expenses by earning scholarships from year to year throughout their course#

sc holt- rshipe should W
successful student

-I-,:', vnie principle in niai, I venture to make the following suggestions. 
(1) ; trieuletion fnholaiships.
::iaselee and hthe.ua tics offer an excellent adSol for other ..eholareii s 
of this kind.

r. batty’t. admirable .eholarships in

j rtdomead that three others be awarded on the same
condition* ann in the dame amounts, as follows i one in a^lish and lie tory} 

one in ireach and another language, and one in rhyeice and -nthematics.
(t) First Tear Scholarships} There arc only three small scholursLipE for 
competition at the end of the First leer in a elfes* of 480 competitors,
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viz. The Jane Redpath for highest aggregate standing in the year, value $115.00; 

The Barbara Seott for first piece in Classics, value $115.00; and the Robert 

Bruce for high general standing, value $100.00. 
three be complemented by a further scholarship of $300.00, and that seven addi

tional scholarships be granted to the next seven students in order of general 

merit, and in the following amounts, viz., $350, $300, #890, $200, $150, $100 

end #60.
(3) Second and Third Year Scholarships.
value of $750 are offered for competition at the beginning of the second year 

and ten scholarships of the aggregate value of $2355 at the beginning of the 

Third Year, end I recommend that all these scholarships be multiplied by the 

number throe (3).

H) Fourth Year Scholarships.

Six scholarships of the aggregate

I recommend that the Faculty in full session

be given the ri$it to ^lect each year not more than ten scholars from the

These scholarships shall carry noGraduating Clauses in Arts and Science, 
stipend but the holder shall have the right to use the title and distinction

These scholarships"Scholar of lioQlil College" for life and good behaviour, 
shall be awarded on the student*® full four years of work in the College. I

recommend that the F&euBy be given the right to award each year one travelling 

scholarship of the value of #1750 per annua and tenable for two years to 

candidates holding the BJ. or M.A. degree from KoQlll.
The total increase in the amount of the above scholarships is $15,500

per annum and I recommend that the student fees in Arts and Science subjects 
be increased #25 per annum, which will yield an additional sum of about $25,000 

per annum, and that this sum be appropriated first to the payment of this 

increase and the remainder to increases in the salaries of the professors. 

Although this is, I think, a new suggestion, it is not an arbitrary one. The

He sets the pace, he improves thegood student is an asset in the class.
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standards, he sets an example of how students should work in college, and he is 

a great help and encouragement to the Professor. The yase of poor students, 
on the other hand, are a drag upon the class and a burden upon the Professor1s 

These students, therefore, owe a heavy debt to the good students andwork.

to the professors and they ought to pay this debt in part at least, 

feee are not half what they are at Harvard, Chicago, Tale and other universities 

of the prosier class operating under private endowments in the United States.
The fees in Private Universities will always be higher than in State owned 

Unis wealtigs institutions where «very ratepayer has the rl^it to stampede the 

University if he wishes to do so.

Our

Student»s Loan Fund

i believe that the student has the sane right to finance himself as 
anybody else whilst gaining useful experience that will be of service to his 

community in after years. I also beliwe that the promise of a diligent
student to repay nis Aim Mater any loans which it may make to him while in 

residence is as safe a security as there is on the market. Many univer
sities in the United States have had student loan funds for years and the 

plan is, I think, universally approved, 

that they have had such a fund for twenty years and that they have not in 

all this time lost a single cent through bad loans.

Cornell in ay day.

Dr. McCracken of Yaaaar tells me

ïhe seme was true at

Sometimes the loans are slow coming in but they are
I recommend that a fund of $85,000 

Loans would be made chiefly to promising

always paid in the end with interest.

be set aside for this purpose.

students in the third and fourth years, but these cases are personal and no 

rigid rules should be laid down, 

and this fund would be under the management of a careful loan fund committee.

Each case must be dealt with on its merit»

mm
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I pity the student who has to work after hours to pay his way. It le so . .
After four years of hard work this class of student only succeeds inunfair.

I, personally, always advise against thisgetting an indifferent degree.

It is far better, I think, that the Intending student should work threeplan.

or four years to raise money before coming to college and then borrow the rest

Irobably each student to whan; a serious loan is made shouldwhere he can.

take out a policy of life insurance to guard against loss in cases of fatality. 

Possibly, too, some scheme of student group insurance night be devised to 

protect 'She fund in these eases.

The Moyse Hall

The builders aimed at theThis Ball has been a great success.

I domaximum of propriety, utility and aisple beauty and the; got all three, 

not think that university money has over been better invested, 

used for large classes four hours each day and is open from 5 p«nu to 11 p.m. 

and aoaetiPioc until after midnight for lectures, debates, publie addresses,

A monthly church service is held

The Ball is

practices, rehearsals, music and plays, 

on Sunday mornings.

I should dearly love to see an annual appropriation of about •.•3000 set aside

I should like to see this service held every week.

to bring the beat available clergymen to the College to preach to the students. 

It is true that the city churches are open to students, but serious college 

students demand something different from the usual miscellaneous congregation

9hea the Ball was built we said that we did not want a 

theatre with « pulpit but a chapel with a stage, and that was what was built. 

The cost of transforming the stage into a pulpit, a choir, and an altar 

(why not!) every Sunday morning would b© trifling.

of worshippers.

I do not recommend this

the worship of God is not very visible In thisbut 1 strongly suggest it.

Ifeltt*» tty*
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The East Block

In the McGill Annual for 1938 I wrote inter alia an follows:-

M¥e must not forget, however, that the work of rebuilding Old McGill is not 
yet complete. ïhe east wing of the building still remains to be done.
All McGill men know, too, that this east wing is probably the most sacred 
place in all McGill history, for it was once the home of Sir William Dawson, 
who stands higher!; of all in our McGill Temple of Honour. Clearly, there
fore, on® of the next tacks to be undertaken by the University and by all 
McGill men is to enlarge and rebuild this part of the College. The pirns,
I suggest, should show a suitable entrance and front elevation facing on 
The Little Campus at the end of Milton Street, and the whole designed in 
harmony with Mo Ison Ball and the main Collage building and to be known as 
Dawson Hall. Juat what the interior of this part of the building should 
contain is largely conjectural, but with over fifteen hundred students now 
attending the College daily, the need for a completed building is clear. 
That it should contain the Department of Geology * at present sorely in 
need of accomodation - is obvious, for Dawson was one of the greatest 
geologists of all time and this subject is of the very greatest scientific 
importance in the future development of Canada. That done, I predict
that McGill College v.lil then reorganize into a college of four distinct 
and yet closely affiliated faculties in Arts, Pure Science, Law and Commerce. 
The suggested change of nme fra.. "The Faculty of Arts", always a misnomer, 
to "McGill College”, is, therefore, not without significance.”

I see no reason for changing the opinion expressed in this paragraph, 

I knew of no way in which University building funds could be used to such $reat 

profit at McGill at present. This block is four stories, and extended back 
with Molaon Hall and Moyse Hall would contain, I estimate, as much or more 

cubic contents than the new Arte building. There would therefore be, I am

convinced, ample room for the Law School above, Geologg in the rear and the 

Administration in front, and a few class-rooms and offices in addition at 

present much needed by this Faculty, 

used in common by all.

The class-rooms might very well be 

Hot a single seat need be wasted by dividing college

That way, again, liesstudents into arbitrary water-tight compartments, 

waste of muck needed money. Bvery college building should be built to fit 

the student body instead of trylhg to fit the student body into the building.

That seems to me to be the supreme 

The present building was
Every building should be tailor-made, 

principle in all University building policy, 

designed in that way end I shall venture that there is not a single college
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building in the world with more daily work of a kind done within its walls.

Hew Faculties

I think, too, that the suggestion that wo should have t.oroe faculties

After all, the spirit and alasof Arte, Science and Ooraerce is also timely, 
of vheae three groups are quite distinct and they should, I suggest, therefore

, .

Atbe left m free ac possible to work out in time their several destinies, 
any rate, a joint faculty of all three sections is really too cumbersome to be 

efficient and is often apt to be completely mothered by multiplicity of counsel

With theand sometimes b: petty personal and departmental oppositions.

controlled by lledicine, and Biysica end Ohmic try indepan-Biologicai sciences
dent entities, there really never has been any effective organisation of this

Faculty on the science side,
'jfoere iB also r further reason why there should be a separate Faculty 

the whole University, and although It le admittedly quite beyondof Science for
jurisdiction I should like to be permitted to touch upon it briefly. 1

I term that the problm of
my
refer to the science work at Macdonald College, 
the cgrlcultural colleges ie perennial and it will, x m convinced, renain 

perennial until these colleges realize more clearly what they are really trying 

An agricultural college is designed, as I understand it, to provide 

a liberal useful education for men and women, who intend to live on the far» and
to do.

The idea is that there should be two universities in every community}

There never was a more

There ie not

home.
one for the country said the other for the city, 

profound or a more extravagant and wasteful fallacy than this, 
a single subject of liberal education which ie not needed on the Carta and hcsac| 

Why then should the Arts subjects not be taught in the Universitynot one.
where they belong?

There is no specific science called the Science of Agriculture.

This question, too, is equally applicable to the Sciences.

What is usually
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called by that name la only the application of the standard sciences, Physics, 

Chemistry end Biology, to problems of tillage and breeding. Bow then can any

student apply a science to any pursuit unless he first know the science itself?

The question, I think, answers itself. These applied sciences are chiefly the 

following}- Soil Physics, Agricultural Chemistry, General Botany, Genetics,

Why then should a specialist in each of these 

• subjects not be placed in their regular University departments where they may 

collaborate fully with their colleagues instead of isolating them in a separate 

Institution where they are compelled to teach both the fundamentals and the 

applications of their subjects to iraaature students?

Plant Pathology and Bacteriology.

The chief trouble with

the agricultural colleges, frankly, is that they are trying to compact a liberal 

and a vocational education into e single curricula to carry on research work 

leading to a doctor1® degree and to operate a large and expensive experimental 

fera, all by men usually of inadequate training and without any significant 

practical experience. lienee, constant inefficiency «ad di seat isf act ion. 

suggest, tentatively at least, (1) That the science depazfcntent in the University 

and at '.Macdonald College be consolidated into a single University Faculty,

(e> that the first two year® for the degree of B.3.A. be the regular two years 

of work in the University, and (5) that the third and, in some oases, possibly 

only the fourth year at iaacdonald College be reserved for the usual field work 

and husbandries incident to farm management.

Dormitories

This Faculty has a eomon interest with all the other Faculties in the 

proposal to build dormitories at McGill and perhaps I any also be permitted to 

offer with deference a few suggestions on that proposal, 

the University at present about 800 - 1000 students who night live in Convdtories.

There are throughout

-V ’

H
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The cost of erecting these doraitories would be great# especially if they are 

to be coEsaodious and comfortable internally and consistent with the landscape

Would the educational returns fror this venture be corziensurate

I do not think that they would*
externally*

•That is the question.with the cost?
Almost everything 1 have said in this report bears upon this question.

necessity in universities and colleges built in small towns and 

it is true, 1 think, that these univeroities end colleges often show a greater

Dormi

tories ore a

college spirit than similar Institutions without dormitories located in the

This spirit, however, la usually, I fear, of the snail town

I am not sure,
larger cities.
type and, therefore, >f no greet lasting value to the student.

Certainly the academic standards in these

I think,at in other inctitutions doing the
indeed, that it ie genuine, 

colleges are no higher nor as high, 

some or similar v/ork. vile spirit of a university with donaitories located 
in a largo city, like Harvard for example, is, I kaotr too, cuite different free 

similar inctitution like Cornell located in s small town.

nothing should, therefore, really be done in ventures of this kind without the
There la no use

the spirit of a

most, careful inquiry into local, conditions ana local needs.
copying other institutions blindly.

The balls ere mid and dreary.Dormitories ere usually dismal places.
The firesBack room contains two single beds, a table and a rule bookcase.

There Id no library, and that alone is•ore a older, kindled, in the corron room, 

almost fatal.

cheep meals prepared in large quantities, 
a cheap hotel, and that is just exactly what the usual college dormitory really

She meals in the refectory 'are usually tasteless like all

Who would wish to live for long in

How are the mind andSomething should be allowed for individuality, 

of students to he improved seriously by herding theta together in a
la*
manners

Should not southing be conceded to the right of the studentdormitories?
to choose hie own quarters at a cost ?Mcb he believes to be consistent with

If any one thinks that the daily morality of students isMb own resources?
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improved by living in dormitories, he should look about a bit among the colleges. 

College doraitorieg are a relic of monastic!®! and the military barracks, and 

both these institutions are pretty well faded out in the colour of our present 

civilisation. I have lived whilst a student in all sorts of places, in attics, 

in lodging houses, in boarding houses, in fraternities, in dormitories and hotels, 

and the beet of them all is the simple old-fashioned quiet boarding house. It 

is at least something like home.

The history of college dorai tories on this continent is exceedingly 

interesting. About thirty years ago some of the universities of the premier 

class in the Eastern United States recognised that Oxford and Cambridge had

thing which they had not end which they wished to have, and they attributed this 

difference to the fact that the students at Oxford and Cambridge lived in real- 

They were, however, completely mistaken.dances. The peculiar charm of 
Oxford, for example, is not due to hear dormitories but to her storied past, the 

memories of her nen, her chapels, her colleges, each with its own individuality, 

where professors, tutors and students live together in high company, to the 

thorough careful scholarly traditions of the leading colleges, to the preparatory

work done by her students in auch famous schools as Eton, Harrow and the rest, 

and also not a little, I suggest, to the fact that most of her students have come 

from the leisured, mannered classes in English hoetes. Harvard is finding out 

this mistake at present and President Lowell is now trying to reform the dormi

tories into houses. Will he succeed? I do not think so. You cannot create 

a university out of bricks and mortal and ivied walls, and no merely mechanical 

rearrangement of the student body can create a single new idea or a single new 

sentiment in the spiritual life of the institution.
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;,-'uc û^masiunV

I m sure that this Faculty agrees unconditionally that we are sorely in

Mm*y questions, however, must first he answeredneed of a gymnasium at McGill.

for example, the following: What opportunities for outdoor sport are availableas,
to the University1? >/hat are the essentials and what the extravaeaneès in the 

building and equipment of a gymnasium? Is an indoor track needed, and why? Is a 

badminton court needed and for whom? How many students will use a gymnasium and

What is the real value of gymnastics to the physical educationto what extent?
Should a gymnasium ever take precedence over much needed requlre-

It seems to me, with
of students?

mente for salaries, class room, laboratories and books?

that all these and similar questions should be answered inthe utmost deference, 

the most conservative economical way. 

on extravagant gymnasiums in some universities*

A large amount of money has been wasted

I now wish finally to present a short summary of the increased cost of

the changes and additions to the College which I have suggested in this report

Salary Increases............... ...
Biology (Additional Professor) . * *
Philosophy (Additional Professor). .
English (Additional Professor) * * •
Professor of Commerce. ......
Professor of Public -peaking • . »
Profeasor of Fine Arts .
Scholarship Increases. .
Assistant to Bean’s Secretary.
Extra Caretaker. ......

$ 21,050
O,000
6,000
5,500
0,000
9,000
5,000

15,500
1,200

» » #* * * *

* * » •

* »

* *

000
70,050
25.000

Total,
Less from Increase in Student Fees,

45,050

750,833.54 
-JlMOOsSO 

£ 775,833.54

The net result is, therefore, that we need a capital additional

Met Increase,

Capital value at 0$, 
Plus Students Loan Fund,

Note.-

I

'
<:
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endowment of $775,333*34 to finish the College, including salaries in Physics, 

Chemistry and Biology, for an Indefinite future time, 

in the Science Buildings are not in my jurisdiction.
Maintenance and equipment 

I do not suggest that the 
full sun mould he needed at one©, but I m oonrinoed that it will he needed within

the next fire or six years.

All cf ^rhich Is respectfully submitted.

Dean

July 3, 1929.
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Suggested salary list for major positions.

ProposedPresent
SalarySepartr.or.tHesse

5500.Biologyy.E. Lloyd

§ 180060004200nMiss C.M. Bertek

4000»Geo. Scartfc

6000 7505290IIArthur Willey

10004000* 3000N.J. Barrill

15006500Chemistry 5000Felit.G. Johnson,

75056004790*Otto IMass

80050004500»0.s. Whitby

5003600 4000ftWJ1. Hat «her

7505260 6000ClassicsW.B. Woodhead

5005000 5500wC.W. Stanley

26045004260C.H. Carruthczrs

10003500 4800WJUM. Thcapcon

150070005600ZcononlcsStephen Leacock

25050004750J.O. Hcmeon »

50050004500J.P. Day H

5006sm5500Cyrus Maesdllan English

25056005250H. Walter CermnlOE

50060005500W.T. ''faugh History
75053004750William CalSirell Philosophy

10006000mm 500CffI,A. KacKsy

50070006500A*S. Eve Physios

15006000w 4500L.V. King

39
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>
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Present
Salary,

Proposes
Name B !» artneat • >alary Increase

$ 17,050

§ 5000W.D, Tait $ 6000Psychology 1,000

C,E. Kellogg m 5700 4500 750

René duRours Romance languages 4750 5000 S50

R. Meseac » 3000 4000 1,000

C«A. Dawson Sociology 4000 9000 1,000

Total Increase, * 21,050

N,B.~ This list only covers the major positions. Internal cconoirj.cc ought

to take care of the Minor ponitionc. As I have suggested, we wwmtwuifrwg have

I also wish to repeat that I do not recommend 

that these increases be allowed at once, although some of them should be. 

hare only used this scale to show what I think our salaries should look like if 

we are not to sink V the scale among the Universities.

too Many Minor positions now.

I

The maximum salary at 

Princeton is -;!WX).00 and at ColmMa, Harvard and others it Is still higher.
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sive survey of the structure of coral reefs in the So
ciety Islands.

The National Metal Congress will be held in Cleve
land the entire week of September 9 by the American 
Welding Society, the Iron and Steel Division of the 
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical En
gineers, the Iron and Steel Division of the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Institute of 
Metals Division of the American Institute of Mining 
and Metallurgical Engineers and the American So
ciety for Steel Treating. The schedule provides for 
most of the plant inspections in the mornings, so that 
the afternoons will be free to attend the metal exposi
tion in the Public Auditorium of Cleveland.

President Hoover, by recent executive order, has 
set aside as a refuge and breeding ground for birds, 
Snake Key, Dead Man or Bird Key and North Key, 
in the island group known as Cedar Keys, off the 
west coast of Florida. The refuge will be known as 
the Cedar Keys bird refuge and will be administered 
by the Bureau of Biological Survey of the U. S. De
partment of Agriculture. The islands in the new 
reservation serve as important nesting and wintering 
grounds for hundreds of aquatic birds, including sev
eral species of herons, pelicans and cormorants, 
of which are becoming greatly depleted in numbers. 
It is unlawful within the refuge to hunt, trap, cap
ture, wilfully disturb or kill any wild animal or bird, 
or to take or destroy the eggs of any wild bird; to 
cut or burn any timber, underbrush, grass or other 
natural growth ; wilfully to leave or suffer fire to burn 
unattended near any timber or other inflammable ma
terial; to leave a fire near any forest or timber; or 
wilfully to molest, injure or destroy any property of 
the United States.

Hampshire ; Ozark National Forest, Arkansas, and 
Savannah National Forest in North Carolina, South 
Carolina and Georgia. The six new purchase units 
authorized by the commission are to be known as 
Oneida National Forest, in Forest Vilas and Oneida 
Counties, Wisconsin ; Flambeau National Forest in 
Price County, Wisconsin ; Moquak National Forest in 
Bayfield County, Wisconsin ; Geweenaw National For
est in Iron and Houghton Counties, Wisconsin; St. 
Croix National Forest in Pine and Carlton Counties, 
Minnesota, and Green Mountain National Forest in 
Windsor, Bennington and Rutland Counties, Vermont. 
The latter will be Vermont’s first national forest.

a new proc-
for the production of large disks of optical glass 

will be described in the August number of its Journal 
of Research. This process was developed by the bu
reau s glass section in connection with the making of 
the / 0-inch disk for the mirror of the large reflecting 
telescope at Ohio Wesleyan University. The 
terials were melted and stirred in a large pot, which 

the bottom. The molten glass 
flowed through an iron trough into a combined mold 
and annealing furnace located in a pit in front of the 
furnace. The temperature was accurately controlled 
by electrical means ; the whole period of cooling and 
annealing occupied 8% months. The resulting disk 
proved to be remarkably well annealed and no diffi
culty was experienced in drilling an eight-inch hole at 
the optical axis to accommodate the Cassegrainian 
mounting. The paper will describe the method of 
making the pots, modifications in the construction of 
the melting furnace, the arrangement of the mold and 
annealing furnace, the methods of measuring and 
controlling temperatures, the melting and casting of 
the glass, the method of annealing the glass, the deter
mination of the quality of the annealing and the drill
ing of the hole at the center of the disk.

The National Research Council has received a fund 
of $10,000 for a cooperative investigation with the 
Bureau of Standards on the preservation of publica
tions. The investigation planned consists of surveys 
in public libraries to find the existing conditions as to 
the deterioration of publications and to find means 
of remedying conditions found to be harmful. Con
sideration will be given to all materials used in books 
and to the influence of the atmospheric conditions in 
libraries. Librarians and others concerned with the 
preservation of valuable records published in book 
form have noted with considerable alarm the rapid 
deterioration of many such publications, and there has 
sprung up a general demand for accurate information 
which will assist in developing measures to prevent 
deterioration.

The Bureau of Standards reports that
ess

raw ma-

was then tapped near

some

The Forest Reservation Commission established by 
Congress to be guardian over the national forests east 
of the Mississippi River has authorized the purchase 
of 111,238 acres to be added to 14 forests in 11 states 
and has designated six new purchase units in four 
states. The total purchase price is set at $296,977.96, 
an average of $2.67 per acre. Funds for the addi
tional tracts are appropriated under the Weeks and 
McNary-Clark Acts. The national forests already 
established which will receive additional territory 
under the new purchase are as follows: Alabama Na
tional Forest, Alabama; Allegheny National Forest, 
Pennsylvania ; Cherokee and Georgia National Forest, 
Georgia; Tawas, Mackinac and Marquette National 
Forests, Michigan; Monongahela National Forest, 
West Virginia; Natural Bridge and Shenandoah Na
tional Forests, Virginia; Superior National Forest, 
Minnesota ; White Mountain National Forest, New
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problems of preventive medicine, and (3) the instruc
tion of physicians and nurses, together with responsi
bility for publicity campaigns. The society will 
occupy itself particularly with prenatal care, the care 
of infants, children of preschool age, and school chil
dren, and the care of adolescents and adults. In 
addition, the institute will study, as far as possible, the 
prophylaxis of occupational diseases. At the start, 
only a part of the program can be carried out, but it 
is hoped that, with the aid of subscriptions, it will soon 
be possible to realize the entire program. The admin
istration is composed of five persons, while the 
eral committee comprises at least sixty members.

A correspondent of the Journal of the American 
Medical Association reports that an institute of pre
ventive medicine has been established at Leyden, the 
first of the kind to be created in the Netherlands. On 
the administrative committee will serve Mr. W. J. M. 
Van Eysinga, professor at the Faculté du droit and 
rector of the University of Leyden; Mr. P. I. Iden- 
burg, general secretary Professor Dr. J. A. Barge, 
of the faculté de médicine; Professor Dr. E. Gorter, 
of the faculté de médicine, and Dr. M. D. Horst, di
rector of the medical service at Leyden. The institute 
has a threefold purpose : (1) the application of pre
ventive measures to diseases ; (2) the study of gen-

new

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL NOTES
Dr. Clarence Stone Yoakum, director of the bu

reau of university research at the University of 
Michigan, has been appointed dean of the college of 
liberal arts at Northwestern University.

Assistant Professor H. M. Gehman, of Yale 
University, has been appointed head of the depart
ment of mathematics at the University of Buffalo.

Dr. W. H. Chandler, professor of pomology in 
the college of agriculture at the University of Cali
fornia, has been appointed head of the division of 
pomology. Dr. Chandler succeeds Dr. W. L. Howard, 
who has been appointed director of the branch of the 
College of Agriculture at Davis.

In the school of chemistry at the University of 
Minnesota, Dr. George Glockler has been appointed 
associate professor of inorganic chemistry to replace 
Dr. R. L. Kirk, who becomes head of the department 
of chemistry at Montana State College; Dr. D. S. 
Villars replaces Dr. N. W. Taylor, who has leave of 
absence for 1929-30 to study in Berlin under a Gug
genheim fellowship. Dr. R. E. Montonna has been

promoted to an associate professorship of chemical 
engineering.

A. W. Quinn has been appointed instructor of 
mineralogy and petrography in the department of 
geology of Brown University. Mr. Quinn was with 
the U. S. Geological Survey during the past 
He takes the place of Dr. M. E. Hurst, who has 
joined the staff of the Ontario Bureau of Mines.

Dr. Benno E. Lischer, professor of orthodontics, 
Washington University, St. Louis, from 1901 to 1924, 
and since then special lecturer in orthodontics at the 
University of Michigan, has been appointed professor 
of orthodontics in the University of California.

Professor II. H. Woollard has been appointed as 
from September 1 to the university chair of anatomy 
tenable at St. Bartholomew’s Hospital Medical Col
lege, London.

Miss Ellen Gleditsch has been promoted to a 
professorship in chemistry at the University of Oslo, 
where she has been an associate professor since 1916

summer.

DISCUSSION
QUALITY VERSUS QUANTITY IN UNIVER

SITY FACULTIES
In Science for July 12 and 19

I venture to say that it is all wasted effort unless the 
members of the teaching profession obtain from it 
a clear understanding of what they have to do, both 
individually and through academic public opinion, if 
salaries are to go up. And salaries must go up if 
there is to be improvement, and not deterioration, in 
the quality of university teaching and particularly in 
the quality of university teachers.

Certainly our colleagues now have generally no such 
effective understanding of the essential elements in 
the situation. Only a day or two ago I heard one of 
them from a sister university express appreciation of 
the 1 ale study, together with the hope that it would 
influence salaries at his own institution. But in the 
next sentence he stated, and with evident satisfaction, 
that in the undergraduate school of his university the

i

appear papers on 
the economic status of American university teachers 
by Professor B. R. Andrews, Dr. F. P. Bachman, 
Professor R. H. True and Professor H. F. Clark. 
These papers are from the symposium at the last 
annual meeting of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. Together with the report 
of Mr. Trevor Arnett, of the General Education 
Board and the studies at the University of California 
by Peixotto and at Yale, these contributions make 
extensive discussion of this subject.

As one who worked hard on one of these studies,1 
i “ Incomes and Living Costs of a University Faculty

*,a M"'~ «• =">«. *•

an
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tutorial system is to be introduced on a broad scale, ship. They have neither the personality 
.Like the majority of our colleagues in all American 
colleges and universities he wants both to increase

!
nor the

energy to teach a class of more than a few college

the nU™bcr °f tbe faCuIty and t0 have hiSher sal" because of the demand for mlnTteachers and thTlow 

aries. But the Yale report in its most important, requirements as to ability for teachers of small 
and unfortunately least-noticed, section proved with tions in general and elementary subjects 
mathematical decisiveness that the reason why the 
enormous sums of money which are annually added 
to the endowment of our educational institutions 
duce only a sluggish upward movement of salaries is 
that the number of salaried teachers is increased in

:
sec-

Fortunately, neither low salaries nor the small-class 
trend nor the diminishing demand for teachers of 
vigorous personality have as yet entirely eliminated 
from college faculties 
moderate-sized

pro

men capable of teaching 
large classes effectively. Al- 

are often too active-minded to
_. , . achieve the most fundamental work of schnlarshin
Higher intellectual quality in the teachers is the yet because of their inherent energy they rarely faU

most important element m better teaching. No new to become leaders of their generation outside as well 
educational devices, however meritorious m themselves, as within academic walls. At present instead of be- 
sueh as the tutorial system, residential halls with ing encouraged to teach large classes’ such men are
separate staffs, etc, can contribute to the education often made to keep step merely with the small-class 
of large bodies of students to a degree comparable teachers, lest the difference in the two
with a few able teachers. A generally higher quality mediocre and the able, should be too evident
Th"«fo« T / tbj * m”h hifh'r Sal"y“‘,e' Tk P»“bilily of higher salaries, so far as the 
-therefore, the greatest improvement in our umversi- faculty can inf!mm™ a -, , ,,
tie. involves holding tt. faculties at approbate,y , laj, -mherT^th^ 2,

M"r s"rr":: £ rr t r™-n is- ^""*% poured into our diversities that there axe tZïl dee^ hT'slv , , “ *

few institutions which, if they met this condition and cept when he shows distinct T f? aT
limited the increase in the faculty would not be en JL shows distinct scholarly ability, and to
abled within a decade to raise all salaries 50 to 100 or his h^kthTd"’ TT™ ? ^ ,
per cent. At that higher level of salaries and ability as he caneZenlv ^ **
new educational devices could be introduced with a B„t •

r«»tev chance of proving effective than on the teaeh r wü“ effeclmk" r, / S‘"t” 
present level of salaries and ability. • ,7 1 effect only a sort of retal1 improvement

This Dronnsnl hnwmm-r ^ hi . , . m ^ie sa^ary situation. The wholesale side of the
With the idea now ZvSnt th ) n °“ , C°lhS1°n problem 18 one for which the responsibility rests on the

that college students can higher executive officers and trustees of each uni-
£“ aSS6S- ^ id°a VerSity-. There is Public jubilation when funds for

enlargement of tl f n- reason or excuse, for the the addition of another school or institute in the uni-
Lcrefse of student n L ^ ^ With the varsity are announced. But for the faculty, and for
teaching- should 1 % °’-J ebb tbe blghest grade those who desire improvement in the quality of the
SoriaUv B ^ 7 m Sma11 daSSeS °r 6Ven faculty, such additions should often be rather
productive scholar t m°st ™luabIe man 18 the of regret. Unless there is a clear and urgent need 
able tenet, - , e.r ai“ y tbere are many valu- for the education and the research which the
requisite toehold ^ .u ^ exuberant Personality school or institute may afford, it inevitably does more 
tenehin ■ ,, ° aSSeS' surely not all harm than good to the university and to general cul-
slrilvTe d2n m ,e Se general Subjects must neees- tarai advancement. By enlarging the faculty it 
class or rather th/-Sectl°nS' If the sma11 ders any future sums for raising the level of salaries 
is carried" 4 .y ^n‘‘ ‘ IvlsI°n of all large classes, and ability proportionally less effective. Perhaps
f l • h nUC] •U1 .1Gri an at Presen^ the outlook aviation is the next field in which such incompletely

lgher salaries is hopeless. University salaries endowed schools will be added to our universities.
“V 6 tbafc mediocrity commands in It is highly probable that there is no university in 

> rt°a 6 mtdlectual level tends toward the country in which funds devoted to this, or to any
fqua ! y y la 0 salaries. The small-class idea is similar new educational enterprise, would not be more
ringing mto the faculties an increasing proportion usefully employed in improving the already existing

of men who would be usefully employed as teachers departments.
m high and preparatory schools. They lack 
the productive and the erudite impulses in scholar

or even
nearly the same proportion as are the funds avail- though such 
able for salaries.

men

types, the

courses

a cause

new

ren-

are

both The essential point is that our universities are al
ready vastly overextended, and yet they are continu-
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down half a dozen quotations that showed consider
able differences among geologists in the use of the 
words boulder, cobble, pebble and occasionally gravel, 
to indicate sizes of rounded fragments. Four years 
later C. K. Wentworth published in the Journal of 
Geology his schedule of grade terms, which is a suffi
cient guide to uniformity in that respect.

I wish to offer now, from my notes of 1918, the new 
term roundstone as a generic term to include the 
largest four sizes in Wentworth’s schedule, boulder, 
cobble, pebble and granule. This term would be use
ful to designate the unassorted accumulations com
posed of two or more sizes of rounded stones that 
occur in many situations. It could fill the place in
completely filled by two or three terms in such state
ments as “all the pebbles and boulders are within a 
few feet of the surface” ; “the largest patches contain 
gravels and cobbles at the base,” and “the pebbles, 
cobbles and boulders were collected in groups of ten 
to seventy.”

ally being extended further. A railroad or factory 
which followed such a policy and allowed the quality 
of its staff to deteriorate, while continually absorbing 

capital and expending it on new lines instead of 
strengthening those already existing, would in

evitably go bankrupt.
Let us face the facts. The universities are not now 

attracting ability into their faculties. Exceptions 
occur, but this is the rule. If the universities want 
a higher intellectual level, they will have to pay for it.

What, then, are the market prices of ability, 
mediocrity and inferiority 1 The Yale report shows 
that, as a general rule, at least in cities where it 
snows in the winter and houses have to be heated, the 
total annual living expenses of any family are about 
half the sale value of their residence. This rule ap
plies fairly closely to the various grades of profes
sional and business men, to clerks, mechanics and 
laborers, as well as to professors. It rests on the 
facts that 20 per cent, of the total annual expenditure 
of a household, or a little more, always goes for rent, 
real or virtual, and that a house or apartment rents 
for about 10 per cent, of its sale value. Thus a man’s 
annual salary is about half the sale price of the 
house he can live in comfortably on that salary, and 
provide for his family.

From these relations it follows that, if a university 
wants a certain level of ability on its faculty, it is 
only necessary to get from the tax assessor’s office the 
values placed on the houses in which live the eco
nomic class with that level of ability. It may be that 
of the leading lawyers, doctors, bankers and business 
men of the town, or merely the general run of the 
legal and medical professions; or bank clerks ; or 
policemen ; or day-laborers. Whichever it is, half 
the valuation of their homes is the approximate 
market price in that town for the corresponding level 
of ability.

Application of this principle to the present salary 
scales in our universities reveals the underlying cause 
of the increasing demand for “better teaching.” This 
need is not met, but is rather increased, by each addi
tional million now devoted to expansion. More teach
ers for smaller classes, new educational devices, addi
tional departments, schools and institutes, larger and 
more imposing universities are all poor substitutes 
for a faculty of a high level of intellectual energy.

Yandell Henderson

new
on

Frederik A. Fernald

THE USE OF PARADICHLOROBENZENE IN 
THE CONSERVATION OF HERBARIA

During the past years we have been using para- 
diehlorobenzene in substitution of naphthalene, in the 
conservation of the phanerogamic and mycological 
Herbaria of the Agronomical Station, with excellent 
result.

This substance, contained in test-tubes, was placed 
upon each drawer of the iron boxes, but there is no 
inconvenience in dusting it directly upon the plants 
placed on the Herbaria boards.

A comparative experiment was made with samples 
of Cassia and Tipha, which get easily damaged in the 
Herbarium.

Having dried some specimens and divided them in
to three lots, they were set in a place exposed to dust 
and moths. A first lot was left without any preserv
ing substance ; a second one was placed together with 
naphthalene dust on the cardboards, and the third one 
with paradichlorobenzene—the two latter with the 
same amount of preservative, by weight.

At the end of a year, the samples left without pre
servatives were almost totally destroyed; the ones 
treated with naphthalene were partially destroyed, 
especially the flowers and inflorescences, and the ones 
treated with paradichlorobenzene were not attacked.

The use of this substance, as compared with naph
thalene, shows the necessity of replacing same more 
frequently on account of its easier volatility.

Yale University

ROUNDSTONE, A NEW GEOLOGIC TERM
Early in 1918, in the course of my work in the 

editor’s office of the U. S. Geological Survey, I jotted

R. Ciferri
Agricultural Experiment Station MOCA, 

Dominican Republic



Mr. Principal and Members of Corporation:

I beg leave to submit the following short report covering the work 

of the College during the present session. It Is obviously not ?oarible to give any 

accurate estimate of this work until after «11 reports have been received from the ter
minal exenin: tiono forthconing. It may perhaps be -orth mentioning* however, that after

all reports cane in from the two regular teste in the first tens there were no students 

in the College this year who were recuired b: the rules to discontinue attendance at mid-Hd $ • îvkt ih’M l j \ *4 ; <""i . i .ff i::' • ; v
session, This ie the first time that this has occurred for many yerr* past. In the 

year 1925-84, for example, there were 83 students in this group at i id-session from « 

total freabaan registration of 308, and this number has been reduced gradually year by

year, until this year there v«-B not a single student in Shis group from c total rogistra- 

I have no doubt that these fig res indicate a marked elev tion in the

I mai also possibly repeat, what I

tion of 413.

general level of work being done in the College, 

think I have already indicated to Corporation, th.-t there were 19 students in the gra

duating class lest year who mode an average of 74,i or over in the General Course and

This fact, I think, suggests the fairthis number fsr exceeds any previous class, 

inference that in spite of the very large enrollment in recent yt rs the work ol the

Facility is in no way weakening at the centre.

The total registration for this ye r, 1929*30, is 1301, of whom 1214 
are regular undergo- duetea and 67 ere partial stu eats. These numbers, I may add, do not 

include graduate students working in the College or students doing part-time work in the

leeting of Corporation, April 16, 1930. 
Report from the Dean of the Faculty of Arte,
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The composition of the 1214 undergraduates is as follows:» In theafternoon or evening.

Arts or B.A. group, 740; in the Science or B.~e. group, 207; in the Comeree or B.Conu 

The composition in the First Ye r is as follows:» In the Arte group, 230;group, 247.

in the Science group, 94; and in the Casnsrce group, 09; a total of 413. The professional

Medicine, 90; Dentistry, 10;colour scheme of the First Year is approxirr tel; as follows:»

Law, 40; Engineering, 80; Conner ce, 89; others 103, and in this list amber a very large

I am submitting these figures in order that Members of Corporation 

understand the aims of the College and the work it is really doing.

majority are women.

The anall numbermay

of students, especially of men students, available for higher educational vocations in 

the High Schools of the Province and in the Universities is always perturbing, 

vein th-1 we apply all >ur powers to the education of students for the professions end 

for business if, b; so doim , we ere led to overlook the paramount professional claims

It is in

of higher education in the community.

Scholarships.

Our Scholarships in this Faculty are in a hopelessly miscellaneous,

Most of them date from thirty years agoragged and meaningless condition at present, 

when the purchasing velue of money to the ultimate consumer was three times whet it is 

now end therefore tie present stipends are too small to encourge competition, 
these scholarships offer very little clear outstanding distinction, because they are

Moreover

I have tried repeatedly to arrangeswarded for so many petty miscellaneous reasons, 

then in some sort of rational plan but without success, 
doments are f ixed in most cases and in others there ; re always old rules standing in the 

Some of these scholarships, too, are wholly charitable, and I do not believe in

Scholera! ips are awarded for scholarship end not for charity.

The terms of the original en-

way.
t charitable scholarships.

The proper way to take cu re of deserving charitable cases is through an aid or loan fund

It is necessary, therefor®, to find some principle upon which allfor that purpose.

Allscholarship funds should be administered, end 1 suggest the following principle, 

scholarships should be so srr nged that a certain number of exceptionally successful 

students mry be able to oay a substantial part of their College expenses by earning

scholarships from ye- r to ye- r throughout their course.

■■■■ ,gg..
■
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.rsLipe awarded eanu 11; ih the College at

Vabout ,5500.00, a vcry s, all sum Indeed for - Oolle.-e or \islpt1on,‘ '0-^2!* 5. :present, af

ear, for example, with 400 competitors therethe FirstAt1300 students.

the total value of $315.00. Tie need more moneyare only three scholarships svailhle of

sset in his class, he sets the trace, he raisesThe good student Is * afor scholarships.

the standard of stud, in his class, he sets an ezrnple of . cholership to Ms "ellow

Indeed the repute»encouragement to his professors.students, and is always a help and

id Ipstit tione of Higher Le=.rning Is verytlon of a University among other Universities

its students who afterwards follow theand succese oilargely based upon the reputation

professions of Higher Learning.

3tndentts Loan Fund.

ers of Coroor tion.I should like to offer two articles of faith to Me:

I believe that the student has the sane right to finance himself as anybody else whilst

Igaining useful experience that "*111 be of service to his co; jaunity in after years, 

also believe t .at the promise of a diligent student to repay his Alma Mater any loans

bile In residence Is as safe e security es there is on thewhich it my sake to him

had student lorn funds for ye reHan; universities in the United Statesmarket. have

Dr. EacCracken of "Vassar tells me thatand the plan is, I think universally approved.
not in s11 this time lostyears and that theythey have had such twenta

col lag in but they areSometimes these loans are slo

I recommend that a substantial ^x)liege fund
a single cent through bed loans.

always paid bock in the end with interest., 

be set aside for this ourpose as soon, as funds are available. be made chiefly;Loans

to promising students in the third and fourth ye re, but these cases are personal ant. no

Each case must be dealt with on its merits end this

I pity the student who 

After four years of hard work

rigid rules should be laid down, 
fund would be under the management of a careful loan camittee.

It is so unfair.has to work after hours to pay his way.
I, personally,this class of student only succeeds in getting an indifferent degree.

It is far better, I think, that the intending studentalways advise against this plan.
then borrowto raise money before co ing to College and 

Probably each student to whom serious lc a is made by the College
should work three or four years

the rest where he can.
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should tafej ou* a policy of life insurance to guard t loss in cases of fatal!

Possibly, too, some scheme of student group insurance might be devised to protect the

fund in these cases.

I venture to sa-.. est these two Methods, s substantial Scholarship Fund
and e. Student's Loan Fund, as a practical way of encouraging higher scholarship in the

University.

The Moyse Hull.
In addition toThe lîoyse Ball has been very busy during the session, 

the regular miscellaneous work of the Ball, 71 major perforar.aces were offered to the

a the oublie, 46 in the . • --ia-. the University

Red end '"kite Revue.

by students in the English Department and by members of the 

possible, however, I should point out to manage 

rigidl; business way.

gation to • ttend to this class of work and c

The core and nsange ent of the Hall and stage is 4mm free of charge

It is im-Smiaistrction.

an rm&tme theatre or rmsic hall in rny

Juaateurs, especially nateur students, ere under no personal obli-

re must also be taken not to interfere with

The aim of thethe regular studies of students interest--' In practical Dram and . usic.

gmeet of the Tin 11 is, therefore, to offer the i exinun of convenience to persons 

seriously interested and this means, I need hardly add, that, nil persons really interested

It is not at present possiblemust be willing to bear their share of minor inconveniences, 

to offer the use of the Hall to all applicants and some very worthy organ!actions mus.,

therefore, be refused.

The Committee on liatrlcul-v-tion cc: ire, ents and admissions.

Pursuant to the approval of Corpora tion, the Fee* Ity f t its meeting 

in full session on February- 7th erected a comaittee on Matricule:tion Requiremente and

The Principal, the Dean,

Mrs. S.E. Vaughan, Dr* Nicholson, Dr. 2ve, Dr. Toodhead, Professor duBoure, Dr. Macmillan,

This comi ttee has

The wnbership of this committee is as follows:-A dr-lesions.

Dr. Fryer, Dr. Murray, Dr. Hatcher, and Professor R.R, Thompson.

already held several meetings and has carefully revised the re- uirmeets for Matriculetion

Some of the major rules in force at .resent are theand for denies ion to the College.

following:-
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1. No student ,.a;-,, be admitted ns an undergraduate carrying &

supplemental ozenlnation in any matricule tion subject, and ao student who has failed in 

the matriculation eseaiaatioaa shall be allowed to enter as a partial.

j} 8. All matriculation subjects must Le written off within a period of

ill months, and this rule applies both to certificates in the Province of Quebec and to

certificates offered by other recognised examining bodies elsewhere.

3. After September 1031 all students resident in the Province of

uebec must pass the regular llcGill matriculation Bsm ilnstlons before being admitted to

the College.

4. All certificates offered by reco nised institutions outside the

Province of f.uebec ere appraised as near as can be by the Registrar of the University

or by the Dean.

5. Only e very limited somber of partial students can be admitted

each year.

The administrative task of admitting students to the College, subject 

to these rules, is sutaaer work and the cost: dttee, therefore, left this task to the 

Principal, the Registrar and the Dean, 2nd this work will, therefore, be one for next

.leh it .2 ne during rocènt yeers.

I have only one final statement to make and that is that work in the

College Is very much overcrowded end cramped at pres- at. The class rooms are alre. dy

It îe L possible now to add new classes 

or to section large and overcrowded classes an; further then et present, 

raents,of study, Sociology, Philosophy and the new Dep rtment of Education ere without 

accommodation of their own end must, therefore, find such meagre and Inconvenient accom

modation es they can in different ports of the building throughout the day. 

room has become a necessity if the work of tne Coll-' g* is not to remain at e standstill

filled and the time table filled to the rim..

Three Depert-

. editions1

from now on.

Respectfully s i.fitted,

Dean.I move that this report be accepted and
approved.

65
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School Leaving certificates of the Province of Quebec or by McGill Matricula

tion, and this is even more so when we keep in mind that a large number of 

these outside candidates were refused admission in the autumn of 1932 and that 

many of those admitted then had completed part or all of the requirements for 

Upper School, Grade XII or Senior Matriculation certificates, 

indeed, that measured by McGill standards, the certificates of our own Province 

should be at a premium of at least 25% and that is a very high premium.

Some other ideas worth keeping in mind also emerge from this inquiry

I should say,

A large number of candidates offering School Leaving 

ftft jfai.ayna refused admission in

1932, and this undoubtedly accounts for the fact that the group entering by 

these certificates made a sli^rtly better record than the group entering by

McGill Matriculation. It should not be entirely forgotten, however, that a
pci/- purf-nU

group of exceptionally good women students from the

entered by Matriculation last year and helped to raise 

the standard of the whole group entering in this way.

and may be noted down.

certificates of this Province were

Candidates from the Maritime Provinces, the Prairie Provinces, and 
certain of the boys’ private school s do not appear

anywhere above the surface, and those who entered by certificate from Great 

Britain both this year and last year were very poor.

United States were, I think, more successful than in former times and this was 

doubtless the result of more careful selection during 1932.

from

Candidates from the
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Montreal March 1,1932

Dean I.A.MacKay, 
Faculty of Arts, 
McGill University

Dear Dean Mac Kay,

In view of the fact that the Principal has asked 
for a full attendance at the Faculty Meeting tomorrow,I regret 

much that I fear I may he unavoidably absent because ofvery
certain duties here in the College which I cannot very well
put off.

I have studied the pa >er which you were kind 
enough to send me,and if it should be of any use to you to have 
my opinion,I am quite ready to say that I endorse fully the 
various suggestions set down there.

I have a very definite opinion that it is 
unwise to offer Honours courses in the First Year;
First Year students are very immature,few of them know what 
they really want or are fitted to do. They require a year 
of general training,and in that time they give their professors 
an opportunity to judge whether they are fitted for special 
work and what direction it should take.

Again regretting my inability to be present,

Sincerely yours,

our

Warden
I:1

______________________
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February 25th, 19 32.

Dean Iya MacK&y,
Faculty of Arts and Science, 
McGill University.

My dear Dean MacKay,

0A33™ or February IZVtl £4
t.ia:> jx . ...a .x\>rci7a*, Secretary of the Protestant 
Committee of the Council of Public Instruction,
3a73 tnat a 5-y,sar school course will most

be instituted in all the high schools through
out the Province in 1932-33. He explains that the 
purpose s a better grounding before ont trance to 
niversity, and yet he goes on to say that in the event 

0» passing senior matriculation examinations for en
trance, he (the student) immediately enters the seeaild 
year of the University course.

This means, of course, that 5 years in 
tne high school plus 3 years in tte University Is 
held to be a better plan than the one now existing, 
namely, 4 years in high school and 4 years in tue 
University,

Surely the University cannot agroe to tills. 
If it did. It would be agreeing that the extra year in 
the high school iras the equivalent of the first year 
in the Uni vers it tv 1 am afraid the Department of 
fdueation has come to this conclusion because the 
University has never given its views on this question; - 
while Dr. Percival, tn the last paragraph of the article 
points out that the University has nothing to say in this 
matter, we have, of course, a great deal to say. 
sey nothing, confusion exists in the minds of a greet many 
people.

If we

Have we a mind of our own on this matter? If
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not, the sooner we get on© the better. I ask you 
to call a special meeting of the Faculty of Arts 
and Science for the purpose of considering this 
question.
important Issues that have come befcre the University 
in years, and at present we are drifting.

To my mind this is one of the most

I said above that I wished you to call 
a special meeting of the Faculty. I believe the 
subject is important enough and the discussion likely 
to last long enough to justify the special meeting.
But if you can clear the decks next Friday afternoon 
of all routine business, I am agreeable to your sug
gestion that the matter be discussed then, - but I 
wish particularly to guard against routine matters 
taking up most of the available time. I do not want 
to meet at four o’clock and get to dissuasion somewhere 
about five-thirty.

In calling the m eting, I ask you to 
acquaint the members of the Faculty with the situa
tion involved in this matter of the eoatfcnu&t&oB 
year end matriculation, and to say to then that I 
desire a full attendance.

Ever you: s faithfully,

Principal,

X

s



My dear Principal,

On February 17th I submitted the following 

ballot to all members of the Faculty of Arts and Science

Are you in favour of initiating a Twelfth Grade in the 
Schools and an honour examination for admission into honour 
courses in the first year in the University?

.tfrom the total possible vote of forty-eight I received forty-five

ballots marked as follows: - Yeas 18, Nays 27.

voting nay stated that they were in favour of a Twelfth Grade in the

schools but answered the rest of the question in the negative.

I am going to take this question up from another 

angle within the next few days and the whole matter will probably be 

brought down to the Faculty in full session for further discussion and 

I suggest that no further steps be taken by the University in this 

matter until we have come to a final satisfactory decision on the whole

Three of those

Frankly, I think the whole problem is too complex toquestion.

arrive at any satisfactory decision at present.

Yours very truly,

Dean
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Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G 
Principal,

McGill University.
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL

Faculty of Arts a Science

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

February 24, 1932.
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February 26th, 
1 9 3 2 .

Deer Ire. MacKey,
Faculty of Arts end Science, 
McGill University,

Deer Been MacKey,

Dr» Johnson has told me of th e 
reluctance of many students in the Science Division 
of the Arts and Science Faculty to a pre - r for the 
psycho! ogi cl tests approved «at the last meting 
of the Science Division.

I attended that meting and I 
remember the discussion, when it was decided that 
for the p-rposes of scientific investigation tie 
students would be asked to submit to certain teats 
arranged by the Depart max t of Psychology, 
it that this is just as much a matter of policy 
of the Science Division as any other policy now 
In farce.

I take

I therefore suggest that you 
give an order to the Science students to attend 
these tests,
cancel latton of any laboratory work that may 
interfere with the hour sot for the tests.

Dean Johnson is agreeable to the

Yours faithfully,

Principal.

I
i

#

______________

-
m

m
m
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

Faculty of Arts a Science

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

March 3, 1932.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.
Principal,

McGill University.

My dear Principal,

Comte Serge Fleury will lecture in the
(S /2. lr\b(>yU

Moyse Hall on Monday next, the 7th of March, and I should like 

very much if you would consent to preside.

Fleury has been especially kind to McGill students living in 

Paris and I think deserves, therefore, the most courteous recog

nition by us on his visit to McGill.

large and appreciative audience of students and I am, therefore, 

taking some little care to have his lecture fully announced 

throughout the University.

.

/ ^
I know that Comte

:

BY,
I hope that he may have

a
uYB'Y

n

I Yours very truly,

If

15
Dean
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MEETING OF FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 

February 3, 1933.

AGENDUM

1. Minutes cf lest meeting.

Report from the Arts Division,

Report from Special Committee to redraft the requirements 
for the B.A. degree in the second, third and fourth 
years on pages 37 and 38 of the Announcement for 
this year.

The notice of motion by Dr. Leacock 
Adair:- ’

2.

3.

4.
seconded by Professor

"That in regard to the. requirements for
admission by senior matriculation to the 
second year of this Faculty, as set forth 
in the Principal’s report to the Visitor, 
the words ”sufficiently high standing” 
be held to mean a standing at least equi
valent to a good second class.”

Appointment of Faculty representative 
Professor Latham is the

shall

5.
on the Library Committee.

present member.

Other Business.

Ira A. MacKay

Dean

February 2, 1933.
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL

Faculty of Arts

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

March 84, 1930.

COPY

Mr. W. Chalk, B.A.,
Hie School Commissioners of Westmount, 

1 Stanton Street,
Weetmount, Que.

Supt • »

Dear Mr. Chalk,

The Principal of the University, Sir Arthur 

Currie, has banded to me your letter to Mm dated the 18th instant, 

and I now wish to say that whilst there are two papers set for 

French and German for matriculation into this College, one for B.A. 

and the other for B.Sc. students, the work required from the B.A. 

students will he accepted for admission into both courses hereafter.

Yours very truly,

(Sgd.) Ira A. MacKay

Dean
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

Faculty of Arts

OFFICE OF THE DEAN S's-
B:,

January 24, 1929.

m Dr. G.F. Martin,
Acting Principal,

McGill University.
.

»

as
if Dear Dr. Martin,

Miss Field lias just told me about your 

instructions to accept applications for supplémentais in 

February which have been received later than the last 

published date for receiving applications for this special 

supplemental period, and Lwish, for your information, to 

point out the circumstances in these cases.

Notices had been published since December 

10th on all trie bulletin boards in the College that January

.

-Ef

B

1

17th viras the last date for receiving applications for this

Two days of grace, beingspecial supplemental period.

Friday and Saturday the 18th and 19th, were allowed for stu

dents who made their applications too late.

■

1

It is necessary for us in these supplemental 

periods to have all our examinations printed and a time table 

showing the days and hours of trie examinations published on 

all the bulletin boards at least ten days before the examina-

Otherwise the student body is liable to com- 

Vide an editorial recently in the Daily because an 

examination time table giving the hours and days had not been

a-àIf:
I

tion period.
m

plain.

"

■published until eight days before the examination period.

e ■i■■■■■ ...EF BBBS S B':,,:,Si
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Dr. G.F. Martin, 2.

There are also always a few ex-s tad ents of the University 

applying for these special supplementals, and it is necessary 

for us to send them the time table in due course by mail.

Mr. M.G. Glassco and Mr. W.I. lovering, 

apparently knowing that they were late, handed their applica-

Mr. Glassco enclosed a fee of $5.00, 

that is, half the amount required for the examination, and 

Mr. Lovering enclosed no fee at all and did not even specify 

the subjects in which he wished the supplemental papers to be 

prepared for him.

tions to Mr. Gentlanan.

m

All students have always been privileged to 

appeal to me if they have any grievance, and I do not think 

that any injustice has been done in these 

impossible to allow for one or two students privileges which 

are denied to others, and I have no doubt that there are many 

students who would put in their applications late if they 

thought they had the right to do

tude in relation to published dates in the University is 

necessary in a College of over 1400 students, 

the only disability which a candidate who is too late suffers 

is that he will have to take his examination in May instead of 

in February.

cases. It is
|

After all, some prompt!-so.

In any case,

f
1

Yours veiy sincerely,

Dean (/
B
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McGill university

MONTREAL
Faculty of Arts

Officio of the Dean

January 5, 1927.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.,

Principal, McGill University.

My dear Principal,

I am enclosing herewith Dr. Nicholson's

a short time ago and which

Respect
ing Dr. Nicholson's suggestions affecting McGill College, I

have only to say that I agree substantially with them all in 

the most whole-hearted

report wnich you kindly lent to 

I have read over with
me

very great interest indeed.

Nearly all of them, I think, 
too, have already been before the Faculty from time to

manner.

time
during the last two years. As all these rules, however, 

were very stiffly arranged a few years ago, it is a little

difficult to get the Faculty to reconsider them with the
necessary sympathy and care. I have, therefore, thus far 

adopted the policy of making haste slowly in these matters, 

but I am going to bring some of them up again, possibly for 

final decision, at the next meeting of the Faculty which will

probably be held on the 14th instant.

As you probably realise, it is extra

ordinarily difficult to get an assembly of fifty specialists
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Sir Arthur Currie, 2.

to fix their attention upon any broad lines of educational 
Sound and balanced judgment seem always to be a

This probably
policy.
prey to highly specialised technical training, 
explains why our Faculty, like all other Arts Faculties, 
should be so predisposed to interest itself in trivial matters

I have always said that students may be well 
left to teach themselves these trifles if only they are given 
a sound, carefully arranged, general university education.

I trust that you may make it convenient 
to attend the Faculty meeting on the 14th instant, as we shall 
probably have some very important discussions.

of detail.

Yours very truly,

Enel. JAo^\n.
«'V'Dean

1
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL.

Hbqistkar’S Office

January 
5th., 
1927.

Copy _"or the Principe 1.

Z
f

Dr. Ira . Mackay, 
Dean, Faculty of -rts, 
McGill University.

Dear Dean I.lackay:-

Thinking over the regulations which apply in 
, n -•a,c:ilt,y of A-rts s regards degrees, schol rships, promotion 
-:el so ioruh I have come to pretty definite conclusions which 

I have set down on the attached pages. I am sending them on 
to you, not for the purpose of trying to impress my views I 
may .e ve on the Faculty, hut merely so as to he helpful.I 
most decidedly think that there is need for change somewhat 
along the lines wl ich I have suggested, hut it is uite possible 
that in a discussion around a table I might he disposed to modify 
my opinions somewhat.

You will notice my idea about the awarding 
I think it is sound and I have been tryingof scholarships. 

to press it on th attention of Dr. Eve, who is Chairman 
of the Scholarship Committee, for some years, hut without eff ct. 
The idea behind the present system is to reward those who did 
some extra study. That idea will he as well carried out un • r 
the plan suggested as it is now and it will have the addition. 1 
advantage that every student will hav an equal chance. The 
extra reading could he done in the previous summ r if the student 
so desired, as is thi case at present.

s regards the subjects which the sub-committee 
of the Protestant Com' ittee wish to have made compulsory, I think
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Dean Ira Tnckay (Continued)

they are endeavouring to legislate too much for the 
high school.

one-man
To my thinking there should he no such school 

and the committee should take measures to discourage such.
-lth two or three teachers it would he quite unlikely that 
all of them would he unahle to teach even one subject of the 
course, so that I do not think it is absolutely necessary 
that in order to obtain a diploma a person must have had 
two years’ college instruction in each of the subjects of the 
high school course. It would he ell to have thins i sisted 
on in tli case Ox f although
it may not be so nec-ussary in the caseoffrvjlisb, 
perha s one /ear of Mathematics might he sufficient. History 
is a subject that does not necessarily require a university 
course xor the teacher, although I veil know that would be very 
helpful, especially the present first Year course, so that after 
all it might oe veil to make first Yea History compulsor, .
- rocon, s seabed in the attached, need not however be

'

Then again,
j§§

very
greatly insisted on because, under the present regulations, 
school .boards are encouraged to engage specialists in this 
suoject and I think the great majority of the schools have 
the®, however perhaps a year of French would be advisable. 
points ought to be discuesed when you next meet the sub
committee in question.

I
These1

If any changes are to be made, and I certainly 
chink some should, it would be necessary to start the ball . 
rolling as soon s possible so that whatever is decided upon 
would be rea,dy for the Ann ounce ment s about March, or at any - 
rate not later than the first of April.

I think it will be necéssary to give a little 
consideration to the present requirements for entrance to 
either the B.A. or the B.Sc. course. There are two or three 
points that need adjustment. Perhaps we should call meeting 
of the Matriculation Board and take them up there first, although 
in the final analysis the question as to what subjects should 
be required for admission to the Faculty is one for the Faculty 
to détermine. They may, however, be quite glad to have the 
opinion of the Matriculation Board and p rhaps indeed may be 
willing to leave the matter to their decision.

v.

Yours v ry truly,i
I

Signed J. . NICJIOLSCAFpu
Registrar.

■■■hhf
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Suggested Course for the Degr e of B«A.

First Year»

As at present , except that instead of ’three of the following 
under ’’elective" ’’two of the following” should be substituted.

The following note should be added: Student a who wish to obtain a 
First Class High School Diploma for teaching in the Province of 
Quebec mat take English, Latin, Mathematics, French and a science 
subject. (I am not putting in History as the sub-committee of the 
Protestant Committee suggests because I do not think it is necessary. 
Perhaps even French is not either as there will oe a specialist in 
almost every school)»

The time devoted to Mathematics should be extended to four hours and one 
hour taken from History although the corresponding values ne d not be

Extra reading could bechanged. Each would still be a full course, 
given in History to make up for the hour deducted in lectures. As 
Mathematics is a subject which calls for more class work than History more 
time is needed for it.

At the commencement of the second term 
advanced classes raay be organized based on the result of the tests given 
in the first term. Ho student will be obliged to take the work of this

Only students in the advanced classes, 
when such have been established, will be eligible for scholarships •z The 
scholarships could be awarded on the result of the sessional examinations, 
me bn three subjects and one additional paper on some extra work, as 
outside reading. Ahen no advanced work is being done in a subject this 
extra reading should be greater than when there is. This would take the 
place of the present plan under which scholarships are awarded on special 
examinations given in September for students entering the second year. 
Every student will thus have an equal opportunity of winning one. At pre
sent only those who are reasonably sure of winning and those who are not 
dependent on the money value of the scholarship for their continuance in 
college are the competitors.

This should also be added:

class instead of the ordinary.

Second Year»

Compulsory:

English and Latin or Creek
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Elective i

three of the subjects mentioned on page 131 of the 
Calendar with the exception of Sociology and Education* 
and it should perhaps also be stated that only 
science subject can be taken.

The following note should be added; Students who wish to 
qualify for a First Class High School Diploma for teaching 
in the Province of uebec must take English, Latin or G refer

(lam not putting in French because there 
will be specialists in this subject).

one

and -Mathe mtics.

At the oora;rencement of the Second Year advanced classes may be formed 
in each subject based on the result of the examinations in the previous 
Only those who do this advanced work will be eligible for the scholarships 
which have hitherto been awarded onthe result of an examination in 
September for students entering the Third Year.

year.

, „ The scholarships can beawarded under the same régulâtims as in the case of First Year students. 
Prizes need not necessarily be confined to students in the advanced 
either in the First or Second Year, 
on Third Year work.

course
I would have no scholarships based 

value of those for the First 
ts^as those now for entrance to Third Year are

Th
and Second Year studen 
of double value.

Third and Fourth Years.

subjects should be arranged as at present on page 131 
of the Calendar and the following conditions laid down; students shall 
choose two subjects in the Third Year which shall be continued in the 
-ourth and another two in each year| the continued subjects may be sel~ ected from Division I or Division II but not from III or LV; or the 
su jects can be arranged in groups and the student compelled to take 
one of these groups.

Advisers.

The present adviser system is, in my opinion, far from satisfactory. 
Some such arrangement should be made as I suggested in my report to the 
Principal, which you have.

Tests and Probation. in
The latter part of the matter under this heading.the Calendar 

commencing with the words "all students" should, I think, be cut out.
:Io student should be turned out of the University under a shorter time 
of testing than one session. À student who has failed utterly in his 
First Year is allowed to try it again, but if he fails in the first term 
he is given no chance at all. A man may work during the first term and 
loaf during the second; another may loaf in the first. Why shouldn’t he
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be given a chance to recover in the second ? The present procedure to me 
seems very illogical. Again, before a student ia put on probation I 
think he should have three tests, the last of which should be about the 
end of January or early in February, 
keep all students up to the mark. They might be inclined to carelessness 
the first month or so after Christmas. Another alternative would be to 
leave the regulations as regards tests as they are but change the rule 
about turning a student out to read:- "All students who are below the 
required standard in one-half or more of their subjects in both these 
tests shall be placed in the class of Limited Undergraduates and shall be 
allowed to continue only two or three of their subjects for the re
mainder of the session, as you have yourself suggested.

Advancement From Year to Year.

A test then will also help to

A student who fails in more than half his subjects perhaps should 
be requi ed to repeat the year, but otherwise he should be allowed to go 
ahead taking a full year’s work or almost a full year’s work, being allowed 
credit for the subjects he has already passed, the only condition being 
that he cannot choose subjects to which those in which he has failed are 
prerequisite,
of four, however it happens but, the suggested plan is educationally sound, 
whereas the other is not.

He will probably take five years for his course instead

Honour Courses.

Honour courses should not begin until the Third Year and should be 
open not only to those who have taken tiie advanced course but to any 
student of the Second Year who has obtained second class standing under 
the limitations now in force.

Course for the begr-.e of 5.Sc.

In my opinion either Freixsh or Sera&n should be eliminated from 
the First Year, and whichever is should be :nade compulsory in the Second 
Year and both these languages should be studied for two years•

In the Second Year two subjects should be selected from Croup I 
instead of three and the other two may be selected at large.

In the Third and Fourth Years two subjects should be selected for 
continued study, one of which must have been taken in the Second Year.

DoubM Course 3.5c. yM.L.

This should be abolished as it stands now, and the same regulation 
as applies in the case of the B.À.,M»D. course should be made to ap ly here. 
A student takes three years in rts, the first two of which must satisfy the 
re ; irements of the premedical course. This is all that is necessary.
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January 3rd, 1927.

Sir Arthur Currie, G. C. M. G • f

Principal,
McGill University.

My dear Principal,
you at an earlierForgive me for not reporting to

at the meeting between representatives 
of* the Council of Public Instruction and our- 

The fact is that I was not able
date upon the problems taken up 
of the Protestant Committee
selves, held in your office recently. , ,sufficient thought to these problems before the short 

I now wish, however, to submit the following notes for your 
information of all parties interested.

to give any 
vacation, 
information, and the

The representatives of the Committee are asking us for the 
very utmost that any College could be expected to achieve without 
interfering unduly with the work which every College of the premier 
class is expected to do at the present time for the preparation of 

professions and occupations other than the teaching 
profession. To offer two years of training in all the foundational 
subjects of a High School curriculum in a small school, two fu ± 
years of training in special branches for the training of teacher 
in the larger and better equipped schools and an adequa e P ^ 
of Professional training in the Theory and Practice of education, a 
within the limit s of four years of University study is e m 
that any institution could possibly be expected to un er a e sue 
fully. I do not think that McGill College can undertake so much as 
this, but I am convinced on the other hand, that we can o vas^ y 

have been doing, and I may add that the sugges ions
to me to point

■ :■ s•S'*: : '\-

students for
■'I
:p6
1

i
m

u
:

more than we
offered by the representatives of the Committee seem

in the right direction. I am sure, too, that t]^se sugges- 
be cordially received by the whole teaching sta o e 
One or two preliminary suggestions may be necessary.

■
■ tions w 

College.?>■
i

If the course of study for the training of teachers at the 
University be made too rigid and exacting, it may only have the effect 
of greatly reducing the number of creditable candidates for teaching

This is always a danger where
IS'

positions and so defeat its own object, 
freedom of interest is unduly sacrificed.■

It must always be assumed that local School Boards are capable 
of selecting their teachers with some reasonable degree of intelligence 
and care. The certificates and diplomas carried by licensed teachers 
should therefore show in some detail the subjects which each applicant 
for a position is probably able to teach and how successfully.

I

3:3
' ise
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It must also tie assumed, I suggest, that teachers are to some 
extent willing and able to improve by self-study t^eir knowledge of 
subjects in which their previous training has beenjJT&equate. Indeed 
any University graduate who has acquired habits of thoroughness and care, 
especially in fundamental subjects, such, for example, as Latin and 
Mathematics 
of other
Junior Matriculation. Much more depends upon a few instrumental subjects 
done well than upon a large number of subjects done in a ragged and 
imperfect manner.

^ ought.to apply these same methods and habits to the study 
subjectsxo a sufficient extent to carry pupils as far as

up

The scheme I have outlined hereafter is designed wholly from 
the point of view of McGill College and our present organization, and 
is intended to show how far we can go in the direction indicated by 
the Committee. Stated from the point of view of the schools the whole 
scheme may perhaps be summed up in the following formula.

University Graduates ; Candidates for High School Teaching 
certificat es in the Province shall inter alia show University credits 
in the following subjects, viz., one year in History, Mathematics, 
Physics and Chemistry or Btology, a second year in either Mathematics 
or Physics, and tT,TO~ÿëârs in Latin, English o,nd French or Greek, flhey 
shall also'•show three full courses of University study in the Theory 
and Practice of Education, or its equivalent in Normal School Training, 
or successful teaching experience. A full course of study shall mean 
two or~three hours of lectures each week, with the usual complament of 
Laboratory practice in scientific subjects, during h University year of 
not less than eight {8) months duration.

If this formula is substantially adopted, the College 
would be able, with our present arrangements and facilties, to put it 
into operation in the following manner.

■

Diploma with the Degree of 3. A.

The Requirements for this Diploma shall be as follows

In the First Year: Latin, English, Mathematics, French
or Greek, History and Physics.

In the Second Year : Latin, English, Mathematics or Physics,
French or Greek, (continued) and Chemistry
or Biology.
Any three of the above subjects continued, 

of which shall be a language other 
than English, and an additional class in 
Education or Psychology, or a douole 
Honour Course in the Department of 
Education and any one of the above subjects. 

In the Fourth Year : Any two of the three continuation subjects
takon in the third year, and two classes, 
from the Department of Education of which 

shall be a class in School Management

In the Third Year :S
one

one
and Methods, or the Double Honour Course 
taken in the Third Year continued.

3, .
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Diploma with the Degree of M. A.

The Requirements for this Diploma, shall he as follows
(a) The general course outlined above for the Diploma with the 

degree cf B. k", except that regular subjects shall be taken instead of 
the Honour classes and classes in Education, or,

(b) a B, A. degree with a First or Second class Honour Course, 
either single or double, in any of the following departments, viz,, 
Classics, English, History, Romance Languages, Germanic Languages, 
Mathematics, Physics,,Chemistry, Biology or Psychology and (c) one 
full year of resident graduate study in the Department of Education,

Diploma with the Degree of M, Sc.

A:.

mm
The Requirements of this Diploma shall be as follows

(a) A B. Sc. degree with or without Honours, and,
(b) one full year of resident graduate study in the Department of Education.

Suggestions for Discussion,

The Diploma with the Degree of 3, A. is intended for general 
teaching purposes in the High Schools, the Diploma with the Degree of 
M. A. for teachers of special subjects in the larger High Schools, and 
the Diploma with the degree of M. Sc. for special teachers m scientific 
subiects in the larger High School^ adequately equipped to do creditable

will note on the face thereof 
M. A., or M. Sc., as the case

The Diploma in each casework in science, 
that it is given with the degree of B. A 
may be, from McGill University.

• f

It is impossible to design a single certificate covering all 
the classes of teachers required in secondary education without.making 
the required training in fundamental subjects too feeble. Possibly the 
Department of Education might grant a Diploma with the subjects of the 
High School curriculum sts/ted on the margin or back, and then star or 
underline these subjects to show, (a) the subjects which the holder 
specially prepared to teach, (h) the subjects which the teache^'coula 
teach well, and (c} the subjects which the holder might teach if

of University training would

was

required to do so. At least three years 
he required for class(a), two years for class (h) and one year foi 
class (c),

Scholars who follow the above course for the 3. A. degree will 
cover approximately two years in five subjects, three years in three 
subjects, and four years in two subjects, and it is not possiole to do 
more than this amount well and leave sufficient time for the complement 
of work necessary in the Theory and Practice of Education.
Academic subjectgwill, however, be foundational in any High School 
curriculum.

All the
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Work in the University Departments of Philosophy, Political 
Science, Economics, Sociology and Oriental Language is not taken into 
acconnu as special students in these Departments do not, as a rule, 
have the necessary personal interests or preparation to become adequate 
teachers to the Secondary Schools, 
kinds of ambition.

Students in the 3. A. course are allowed an option in the second 
year between Mathematics and Physics because a University student who 
has covered two years in one of these subjects and one year in the other 
may possibly, with a little self-study, be able to teach both of them 
in the weaker High Schools,

Greek is ma.de an option with French, because to deny this option 
would virtually mean to prohibit the teaching of Greek in the Schools 
and this would be almost fatal.
study of Latin ana other languages, and Literatures, as Mathematics is 
to the further study of the Sciences,
just as the schools have steadily reduced the requirements in Greek 
and Mathematics, the work of the schools and Universities has continued 
to grow steakily more and more ragged and untidy in all branches of study 
Only a few will elect the Greek option, hut these

Yours very sincerely.

These subjects are meant for other

Greek is just as foundational to the

it is a noticeable fact that

are necessary.

Ira A. inaokay

Dean,

■
Mâ
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McGill university

MONTREAL
Faculty of- Arts

On-FTCB OB' THE DkAN

January 5, 1927.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.,
Principal, McGill University.

My dear Principal,
I am enclosing for your criticism 

and comment a draft of the new rules for the admission 
of students at (matriculation which have become necessary 
since tne School Leaving Board has taken over the entire
conduct of the School Leaving examinations, 
draft will be brought before the Faculty at its next 
meeting and then referred to the Matriculation Board for 
further consideration.

This

Yours sincerely,

JtEnel.
(V/Dean



MeGILl UNIVERSITY

ADMISSION TO THE FACULTY OF ARTS
JUNIOR MATRICULATION

The work done by McGill College, usually called the Faculty 
of Arts, covers all the work of the University in Arts, Pure

Three degrees, corresponding to these 
three groups of study, are therefore granted at graduation, viz., 
Bachelor of Arts fB.A.), Bachelor of Science fB.Sc.) and Bachelor 
of Commerce fB.Com.}.

Science and Commerce.

Students should not confuse the work in
Pure Science leading to the degree of B.Sc. in this Faculty with 
the work leading to the same degree in the Faculty of Applied

Students are admitted to the College 
All students who wish to

Science or engineering 
only upon application in writing, 
attend the First Year, or any subsequent year for the first time, 
during the session 1927-28 should apply in writing to the 
Registrar of the University not later than September 10th, 1927, 
This application must contain data showing the applicant's age,

•

home address, previous training, nationality, religion, length of 
residence in Canada and other required particulars, and must be 
accompanied by certificates covering the previous training upon

Blank forms ofwhich the candidates rely for admission.
application may be obtained from Dr. J.A. Nicholson, Registrar, 
McGill University, Montreal.

As McGill University is maintained wholly by voluntary
endowments, the College is not bound to accept all students who 
present certificates showing that they have succeeded in passing

As a general rule, all certifi
cates , including school leaving certificates, which entitle the
the necessary examinations.

*

Ü

«
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candidate to be admitted unconditionally to similar courses of 

study in other English and French speaking Universities of the

premier class in Canada and elsewhere are carefully considered 

a basis of selection, provided always that these certificates 

cover all the subjects required for Matriculation, hereinafter 

mentioned, or their equivalent.

as

The pass mark or minimum 
qualification is an aggregate of 600 points on all ten (10) papers

required, for -utriculation, and not less than 40 per cent on any 

one paper, provided, however, that a candidate who makes an 
exceptionally high aggregate, but fails in one paper only, may be 

This examinationadmitted at the discretion of the Faculty*

may be taken in parts but must be completed within thirteen months 

from the date of the first attempt. Candidates will be 
selected mainly on their prospects of completing the first 

of work in the College in a successful and creditable

«V
year

manner. As
a general rule of practice, candidates who have achieved a total 
of 660 marks on all ten (10) papers will be admitted freely, but 
candidates making less than this total will be selected in a more
critical manner. Uniformly low pass marks on all subjects

The total number admittedwill not be considered sufficient.

to attend the first year during the session 1927-28 will be 

limited to approximately three hundred and fifty (360) and, except 
as hereinafter provided, no student will be admitted carrying a 

condition in any required subject, 

by a committee appointed by the Faculty or, in the absence of the 

committee, by the Dean.

The subjects required for Matriculation are the following

The selection will be made
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English.
History.
Latin or Greek.

One of the following:-
Greek or Latin (the one not already

chosen).
French, German.
Elementary Mathematics,

One of the following:-
Botany, Chemistry,•Physics » 
Physical Geography, Advanced 
Mathematics, a foreign language 
not already chosen.

*

Total 10U0

Marks Assigned

For admission to the B.A. course.

3.
MM

♦

A.I

.

English.
History.
French.
Elementary Mathematics.

One of the following:- *
Botany, Chemistry, Fnysics, 
Physical Geography.
Latin, or Advanced Mathematics; 
or any two of the sub jects named 
under No.5, not already taken; 
or one of these and Drawing.

6. 200

Total 1000
* Candidates are advised to choose Physics 

under this head.

For admission to the School of Commerce.

The matriculation examination for the B.A. or the B.Sc. 

course in Arts, but German or Spanish may be substituted for 

A paper in Accountancy may also be substitutedFrench.

for Latin or Greek.

0 *

B. For admission to the B.Sc. course.

Marks Assigned
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SEPTEMBER JUNIOR MATRICULATION gTAUjUATIONS.

For the benefit of students who have not already obtained 

certificates covered by the rules outlined above, special matricu

lation examinations conducted wholly by the University 

held in the College Building during the month of September

candidates for this examination must apply in writing 

to the Registrar before September 1st, stating the subjects in 

which they desire to be examined and this application 

accompanied by the regular application for admission, 

whose certificates show that they have failed in

will be

in each
year.

IIshould be

Students

one subject only
may write a supplemental in this subject at this period, 

applicants, however, should note carefully that they may not be 

admitted to the College during the next academic

All

year on the

strengtn of these examinations should the total number allowed to

enter the lirat year have already applied and been finally admitted 

before the returns from these special examinations are received.

SENIOR MATRICÏÏLATION.

The rules for admission to the College by Senior Matricule» 

t. on are substantially the same as those for Junior Matriculation. 

All certificates which entitle the holder to be admitted into the 

second year of other Universities of the premier class 

fully considered for admission to the second year in this College* 

Candidates, however, whose certificates show uniformly low pass 

marks in all subjects will not be admitted.

Regular examinations for Senior Matriculation will be held 

in the College Building during the month of September in each 

year and all candidates must apply for these examinations in the

are care-

___________________________________________________________________



The regular pass marksame manner as for Junior Matriculation.
of 60$ on all papers and not less than 40$ on any oneis an average 

paper, 
following:-

For admission to the B.A. course.
English.Latin or Greek.Mathematics or a third foreign language.

Any three of the following:-
1. History.2. Latin or Greek fthe one not already taken).
3. French.
4 » Gr6m&n *5^ Science (Physics or Chemistry or Biology).
Candidates cannot substitute a third foreign language 

for Mathematics unless they have passed in the Mathematics 
prescribed for Junior Matriculation.
For admission to the B.Sc. course.

1. Chemistry.
2. English.
3. French.
4. German.
5. Mathematics.
6. Physics.

For admission to the B.Com. course.
1. English.
2. Mathematics.
3. French or Spanish or German.
4. Accountancy.

Any ***** two of the following:»
5. Latin or Greek.6* French or Spanish or German (one not already taken).
7. Physics or Biology or Chemistry.
8. History.
These examinations may be taken in two parts but candidates 

must complete the requirements within thirteen (13) months of the 
first attempt.

The subjects required for this examination are the

A.

B.

C.

January 5t 1927.
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FACULTY OF ARTS

October 25,1929

Not!ce of notion.

Moved by Professor Leacock and seconded by Professor duBoure:- 

That the Faculty recognises that within recent years the scope of its

been greatly increased and the details of organisation have of necessity

1SI
(1)

■fiS work has

increased in complexity, -

and that therefore it is no longer desirable that the Faculty should

tribunal for the discussion and settle-
(2)

attempt to act in its full sessions as a 

ment of the cases of individual students as concerned with the application of its

rules for promotion, credits, conditions and such matters

it would be advisable that the Dean be fully empowered

to decide on all cases involving the application of the rules laio/ down uy the

(3) and that therefore

Faculty, -

and that where from the nature of the case a rule must be tempered with 

a certain reasonable discretion, the Dean shall be authorised to exercise such

discretion without further resort to Faculty,-

and that it is eminently desirable that students, and their parents or 

representatives, should be able to obtain prompt and final decisions in regard 

to cases under the curriculum at any time of year whether the Faculty is in 

session or not,-

and that the Faculty recommends that the Dean shall receive such assist

ance of further administrative and secretarial help as shall enable him to cope

(4)

(5)

(6)

with the increased duties indicated above,-

and that the Dean be asked to indicate for the approval of the Faculty 

such changes, if any, in the wording of the Calendar as are necessitated by the 

adoption of the above resolution.

(7)

m.■■■■
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McGILL COLLEGE or THB FACULTY OF ARTS. PüRg SCIENCW ujd

Notes by the Deem

December 1929

Some Figures.

The College has changed greatly during the last 

figures may indicate in outline what I
few years, A few a

■h-mean.

'Æjr-Arts and 
Science Commerce Total

, ii
a!

1913-1914 - Number of students enrolled 

1922-1923 - Number of students enrolled 

1928-1929 - Number of students enrolled 

1913-1914 - Number enrolled In 1st Year 

1922-1923 - Number enrolled in 1st Year 

1928-1929 - Number enrolled in 1st Year

529 0• • * • 529

687 195• • • 882 ' A,
111,103 228 1,331

145 ' . ■0• • • 145

142 83 225• • e ■9u
365 86 451• • •

ii
Of the 862 students In 1622-23, 162 were only partial students, many of whom had 

failed badly in their entrance examinations, 

one matriculation subject, 

was, therefore, 609.

9
.v-;:

and 91 were conditioned in at least

The total number of regular students during that 

Of the 1331, however, registered in 1928-29 only 48 were

year

parii-.ls of good standing and there were no conditioned students. I may also add

in 1928-29, there were also 110 graduates and 

1058 part time students doing intra-mural work in the afternoons and evenings. 

Practically all these part time

that in addition to these students

students are of university grade, and nearly all 

of the classes given in the afternoon and evening are really repetitions of work

done during the regular morning 

the string in this expansion.

Ve have, however, coxae to the end ofsessions.

We have no more room. Not a seat. Our time

table has become so congested that it is almost impossible for us to move. No

extra classes or new work can any longer be undertaken with our present accommodations

,

if A .
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2.
Faculty would prefer to have fewer and better students than at present, bat 

this is a doubtful hope, as Montreal is growing very rapidly and will probably 

continue to grow rapidly in the future, and many more students are coming from the 

other provinces of Canada and elsewhere.

The

■ The College, the University and the Community.

The College of the present day has three great apparent uses and they

(1) The education of teachers for the higher positions in the Public

intensive education of a few specially promising young scholars

(2) The pre-

are these.

Schools and the very 
for University positions and for scientific work in the industries.

training of students who intend to proceed into the learned professions,

All students entering the Medical
liminary

Medicine, Law, Theology and Engineering.

Faculty at McGill now require three years in the College and some of them take tne 

virtually all students entering Law and Theology require a

'

full four years,
bachelor*e degree, and those entering the Faculty of Engineering recuire one year

this requirement, I suggest, might very well be raised 

It is apparent, therefore, that by the time the student has come 

through the High School and his preliminary work in the University, bis habits and 

methods of study and work are fixed, or nearly so, and will therefore remain fixed

in the professional faculties and, indeed,

of preliminary training, and

to two years.

or nearly so throughout all his years 

throughout his whole life.

therefore, fundamentally upon the success of the Arts Faculty, 

education of young en and women who intend to follow business vocations, or public

The success of the professional faculties depends,

(3) The liberal

It is the invasion of this thttd class which has beenlife or the care of homes.

mainly responsible for the great increase in University enrolments all over this

It is apparent, therefore, that thecontinent during the last thirty years.

Liberal College forms the foundation and framework of the whole University edifice 

and that the stability, success and charm of the whole edifice depend upon the

The future of McGill University depends largely on the future of McGillCollege.

College from now on.
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Some First Principles.

A College or University is a group of students and Professors. 

It is made up solely of human minds and human

It is
that and nothing more.

It is, therefore, an invisible entity*
sentiments.

It requires no rhetoric to prove that. 

McGill University, for example, is not that fine landscape of green fields and gray 

That is only thebull clings vhich lies between Sherbrooke Street and Mount Royal, 

place, the habitat, There the University lives when it 

principles, however, follow two practical rules, 

only one end, viz

is at home. From these 

(1) The College or University has

the mind and manners of the student on the day he receives his 

Every moment of work, every broom, every brush,

• »

degree. every pin that is purchased 

(2) There is only one paramount rule of University 

administration and that is the selection and placing of Professors.

must be made to aim at that end.

The students
are given. Providence, the home and the school provide them, and there is no way

by which the University can influence these agencies in the community save by doing 

its own work well. Read Section 94 of the B.N.A. Act. The amount of money which

has been wasted on this continent and 

these principles is colossal.

especially in the United States by ignoring 

It amounts to billions. The Universities of Canada,

therefore, and McGill among them, should try to profit by the admitted 

their neighbours.

errors of

Ret a University see to it that its Professors are 

set an example of scholarship, manliness and devotion and

men who can

who are able to reproduce 

these qualities in their students and all other things will follow as the day follows

the rising sun* The touchstone of University administration lies in the selection 

of Professors and Instructors and in the organization of their work*

Faculty Organization.

There is inter alia one method of Faculty organization which I should 

like to touch upon, and that is, the method of having graded departmental staffs.

I refer to a department, for example, with a head Professor, a second full Professor, 

an Associate Professor, and Assistant Professor, a Lecturer, Reader, Tutor Assistant

-SS

US

___________ __________
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I do not think that this ragged mechanical formation has anything to do with 

the things of the mind, and my reasons for so thinking are the following, 

the departments grow normally they tend to appoint minor men to take the new courses 

of study and to break new ground and thus grow downwards instead of upwards.
(2) This formation leads to difficulties when promotions or new appointments become 

If the Head retires, for example, all the men in line expect to be 

moved upwards a step, and if this is not done, or if any one is taken out of hie 

position in the line, the internal morale of the department is injured and these 

little personal injuries are very hard to heal in the Universities.

ete.

(1) As

necessary.

No one knows
better, indeed, how hard they are to heal than the Dean of his Faculty. (3) This
practice is uneconomical and, therefore, wasteful. It tends to fritter away the
salary account of the department in minor ineffective amounts. Suppose, for example, 
a department with an annual salary appropriation of $17,000, a normal one with us.

It would be better then, I suggest, that this sum should be divided say as follows, 
#8,000, #7,000, #1200, #800, rather than as follows, say, #o,00Ç, #4,500, #3,500, 

#2,500, #1000, #500, which is about the way our salaries range at present, 

capital men in the lecture hall are worth a whole corps of minor men. 
least encourage and inspire the student and deliver the College from mediocrity - 

and mediocrity is the unpardonable sin in Universities,

Two

They can at

One Professor and his
younger Tutor or Assistant is really, I think, the most efficient unit in College

(4} I am convinced that informal outline, routine lecturing by minor members 

of the staff is futile.

work.

Most of these lecture courses are worth less than a good
text book on the subject, and any student, who is ever so little a student, 

learn more tnoroughly from a good book than he can from taking down ragged notes 

from class-room lectures.

can

I am afraid, indeed, that this method is worse than

A student should never be taught anything 
I know of no practice more calculated to destroy all 

student initiative than the practice of compelling him to sit and listen dumbly for 

four years to ragged routine lectures on any subject.

futile. I am afraid that it is vicious.

which he may teach himself.
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I should prefer, in a word, to have a staff made up of all full

I do not suggest for a moment that we should abolish allm Professors and tutorsl

middle or minor positions, or that we should peremptorily refuse to appoint 

this class in the future.
any of

All the surrounding circumstances must be taken into 
I do, however, strongly recommend that our policy in the 

future should point in the direction I have indicated.

account in each case.

1Salaries.
'

There is no subject so difficult to discuss as the subject of 

The reason is that there is 
measurement by which to fix the just and proper sum. 

and I think said rightly, th;.t a University Professor should have

s
University salaries. no generally accepted standard of

It is often said, for example,

as much salary as
a member of the Judiciary, or as a Deputy Minister in the Federal Civil Service, 

even this is unlikely in the near future.
but

It is true that a University Professor 
has to lollov; a long and severe and sometimes expensive training, and his work is 

oi van irksome, but, on the other hand, v?e need not forget that he undoubtedly has 

eu. iy high enjoyments iich are usually denied to business men and often to profes-

I have not much sympathy with the University man who complains bitterly 

and peevishly because his colleague is being paid more than he.

sional men.

Bather should he
rejoice therefor and proudly continue his work, believing it to be worth while

knowing that his University will pay his all it can without sacrificing its needs 
in other ways.

and

On the other hand, any University man who refused a higher salary
for doing the same or better work elsewhere would be a sentimental ass. 

Even the clergy are not high-minded enough for that. There is, after all is said,
nothing so irrational and unjust in human life as the incomes men earn. One man
whose > ork is a menace to society receives a colossal income, while the prophet and 

inventor is left to starve.

present salaries in McGill College are, however, admittedly inadequate.
It always will be so.It always has been so. Our

The cost
of living in Montreal is very high and the cost of citizenship perilous. The bare

■■■ £ '’i
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necessities of life being provided for, the upward curve is almost perpendicular.

I assume, too, that a University Professor is entitled to live in his community in

The situation in McGill at present, however, is much more menacingreasonable style.

than can be indicated b mere generalities, as the following considerations will

show.

McGill University and other Overseas Universities have brought many

or most of their Professors from Great Britain in the past. This policy, however,

The Sapire is too big for thatcannot be continued so successfully in the future.

and the Motherland is going to need all her own best educationists for some time to

Many fine scholars lie buried on the fieldsThe War has had its effects.come.

Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh and Glasgow take all the best of those that 

The Provincial Universities and the various London institutions, now

of Prance.

remain.

The scientific industries will,growing rapidly in number and size, take their share, 

continue to take an increasing toll in the future. England is going to be forced

She ought to have done so ato adopt the principle of mass education from now on.

Only the casual unemployed and the dissatisfied ones are left, therefore!century ago.

and this is not good enough for the Premier Overseas Universities, 

fact, this practice did not really work well in the past when measured by long periods.! 

The men who came overseas and succeeded returned home at the first opportunity, and 

those who did not succeed stayed.

As a matter of

The result was obviously not beneficial to the

overseas institutions.

If we turn next to the United States, the prospect is even poorer 

The large number of highly endowed Universities of the 

premier class in the United Stated take all their best

than in Great Britain*

Their munificentmen.

foundations of research in all subjects also take their share. The scientific

industries are even now robbing Universities of their best men in Economics,

Already, too, the Universities of the United 

States are going into the British and European markets offering prices quite beyond

And besides all this, most real University men must have a country

Mathematics and in all the Sciences.

our resources.

all their own.
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There is, therefore, only one alternative to follow and that is for 

the Overseas Universities of the premier class,

their own men more intensively than in the past, 

enough to send them abroad for further intensive training, 

very difficult task at McGill, 

of all.

has never been large.

McGill among them, to begin to train 

or at least, to carry than far

Unfortunately this is a
Indeeo it is at present our biggest and hardest task 

The percentage of men from McGill who have followed educational employments 

gone into the High Schools, 

of Canada, including our 

and this work in the great new western

The number of men who have 

Colleges and Universities of the eastern provinces 

Province of Quebec, is relatively very small, 

provinces has hitherto been almost 

and Dalhoueie.

but that has now passed into other hands.

own

iX-.'■ I
exclusively preempted by men from Toronto, Queen's 

Good work was done by McGill in the Province of British Columbia,

There is one and only one possible solution to this problem, and that

is to boldly increase the 

University men so that their positions
remuneration, recognition and other advantages offered to 

may be made more attractive to the more pro
mising and ambitious students among out number» The future of Old McGill depends 

I know of no other way to get rid 

any class of men in the community in a mediocre way, 

a mediocre return in the long 

"" erhvps tit this point I may be permitted to say a word about the move

ment uo appoint Research Professors in Universities.

upon this than upon anything else I know, 

of mediocrity.

more

If we treat 

only honestly expectwe can run.

I do not think that this
movement will go far end I do not think it 

there are always two classes 

in the work of the students,

Both these classes 

arbitrary way into two separate

should, and for the following reasons, 

those who are mainly interested 

and those who are mainly interested in their own work, 

are useful, but I do not think that they should be divided in an

That, I believe, would be unfair to both 

A Professor who has not interest enough in his subject 
to follow up his own researches outside the classroom is a drone and ought not to 

be in a University at all, and a Professor who is unable or unwilling to teach a few

of Professors, viz • »

groups.

groups and to the students.

1

-

f-
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students, in his subject is usually a laboratory tinker, a id sometimes a mere

pretender. Doubtless men who ere deeply interested in research should be relieved

of some of their teaching work, and 1 think that a nan. who does, say, four hours of

'■W-w
teaching work a week will do as good and even better research work than if he did

new
His researches will help him to throVlight on his teaching 

and his teaching will help to keep hie mind clear on fundamentals.

no teaching at all.
S!

ss. mA

if

All real truth

is simple and can, therefore, be simply taught.

Education

This department has only Just been founded by the appointment of

Professor Clarke# As the department, however, is one in which I am intensely inter

ested I may, perhaps, be permitted to offer a few general suggestions.

A department of Education in a University is in a peculiar position. 

It is not a little Normal School or ‘Teachers’ Training College within a University. 

If it attempt to be that and no more, it will fail.

of all a University man and he must, therefore, be interested in education from a 

University elevation.

m The Professor must be first

He must be himself an example of fine scholarship, else he

will not command the respect find co-operation of his colleagues, 

familiar with the literature on the philosophy and psychology1 of education, else he 

will not command the respect and support of educationists in other institutions and 

in the community.

He must also bem
ill
m

He has, however, no position or power to influence the schools 

of the community save as a student and sympathetic adviser. He is not an admin!s-
iie is a teacher of teachers and an exponent and critic of educational 

ideas and values in the University and in the community.

trator.

He is that and nothing 
tie has, hovéver, plenty to do, -snd his task is a big one and his field wellmore.

defined.

The History of education, that is, the history of what men have done 

in all ages to educate themselves, and of the institutions they designed for that 

purpose, is undoubtedl; the most fascinating and suggestive chapter in all human

üiëil
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life. Eiis subject is usually taught imperfectly because the ordinary pedagogue

has not enough scholarly interest or enough knowledge of history to appreciate its 

importance. The Philosophy of -diducation, too, is of great interest, 

for example, as The Aims of Education, The School and
Such probiens, 

the Individual, The School

and the Home, The School and Society, The Relative Claims of Literature

'

and Science
in Education, The Sequence and Correlation of Subjects in the 

etc. etc.,
School and the University 

611 fal1 in tMs field> and thei' also have a brilliant literature behind

them, both classical and modern, from Plato to the present time. The Psychology of 

so much in recent years, 

useful, human material which every 

subjects such as adolescence and sex should not

Education is more difficult because it has been mauled 

Nevertheless this subject contains much so nd, 

teacher should know and appreciate, 

be over-stressed and should be taught 

should be avoided altogether.
reverently and all morbid unproven theories

Everything here depends upon the man. 

I suggest that the department should bend its efforts slightly towardsW.

the training of a few promising candidates 

Two or three, or even
for the High Schools of the Province.

one 080 sdded to the High School each year will tell in

In any case, the work must bethe end.
done with great patience at first, 

general clashes iequined by the Licensing Board, they have to be done.

As for

But it
is not from them, that we shall get our best results.

I recommend, therefore, that Two or Three Thousand Dollars be taken 

annually from the Special Provincial Fund for this subject to be awarded a» scholar

ships vO turee or four creditable graduates of the College who may wish to spend 

one or two ..ears studying for their Li.A* degree in this department, with a view to

taking positions in the High Schools and private preparatory schools of the Province. 

Possibly in this way we ay be able eventually to get together a small group of 

really interested trained educationists in the community. The opportunities for 

observation and research work of this kind in the City schools of Montreal are un

limited.
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Department of Fine ArtB.

Music and the Fine Arts are the inspiration and soul of all fine

I recommend the a rpointment of a full Professor ofliterature, written or spoken.

With one Professor, carefully chosen, and by the help of the Conser-Fine Arts.

vatorium of Music, the Department of Architecture and allied literary studies we

could, I am convinced, build up a splendid department of this kind at McGill, I

suggest that all lectures on the history, theory, literature and philosophy of music

Possibly the Head of the Conservatorium ofshould be given in this department.
■

Music should be a Director and not a Dean. Vre have far too little of the Aesthetic

All man is divided into four parts, Intelligence, Aesthetics, Moralsat McGill.

and Religion, and most of our Universities at present, including McGill, seem to be

entirely preoccupied with the first of these and to the neglect of the remaining

three.

Oriental Languages.

There are only a fewI should abolish this department altogether, 

students attending, and nearly ill of these are Jews who elect this subject in order

to fill in the number of required subjects for a degree. This is unfair. There

are also a few, very few, intending Theological students in some of the classes, but 

all these wox'.ld be very much better advised to spend their time on Greek.

Theologian be not scholar enough to rend the New Testament in Greek, he is not likely 

to read the Old Testament in Hebrew.

If any

Indeed it is perfectly futile to attempt to 

teach Hebrew to a student who has no adequate training in Greek and Latin. All

intending Theologians should follow Greek and Latin in their Arts course, 

should be one course in Hebrew in the fourth year, or one in each of the third and 

fourth years, but these could be done better than at present by one of the Hebrew 

scholars on the staff of the affiliated Theological Colleges.

There
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1
Psychology

This department has an excellent laboratory. The plan is convenient, the 

fixtures and contre étions perfect, and the necessary- equipment is being slowly 1
"iassembled. I need not repeat, too, what I have said so often before both by spoken 

and written word, that the policy of the College is to make the very best possible 

use of this laboratory for the mutual advent ye of both the Faculty of Arts and the 

Faculty of Medicine.

if

n
-uere are, however, some very complex and very abstruse

questions in relation to this subject which will have to be settled same time, but 

I cannot discuss than hero. ü
I should ifive to write a learned treatise to do so. 

Sociology

The suuject called Sociology, as I understand it at present, is apt 

to become a conglomerate of elementary Economics, Political Science, Social Ethics, 

Psychology, social Therapeutics and other cognate subjects and is, therefore, often 

too apt in practice to overlap these other departments of study in the University.

I am not finding fault with our Department of Sociology at McGill.

I am only pointing out a situation which

■ -6

m

.

m' hh
- . .VsFar from that.

mseems to be true in all Univeraities which

entertain a department of social studies. 11The subject called Sociology, therefore, 

is really no «,- so much a new subject as a new oveinent, and this novet.eut should 

undoubtedly be lollored by the Universities with the utmost interest and sympathy,

11I ■a
tampered always by careful criticism. 

University are not dim cult to discover.

The beginnings of this movement in t?e

The traditional college of liberal
"4

education has always been divided into two groups or faculties of subjects, viz., 

the Arts and the Sciences. In Great Britain two great Universities are the result 

of t lie division of emphasis in higher education, namely, Oxford devoted mainly to 

the Arts, and Cambridge, devoted mainly to the Sciences, 

very profound problems which the Motherland must now solve for herself, 

modern University, however, especially I sho Id say the Universities on this Con

tinent, is really divided lea, namely, the Arts or Human!ti< s,-

The first of these groups covers the following

Thereby, too, hang some

The

the Sociologies and the Sciences.

■■ H

■

■

.

I
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subjects:- Greek and Latin, Modems, English Literature, Philosophy and probably,

The third group covers all thein practice at least, Ma them tics and History,

numerous branches of Physics, Mathematics and Biology and possibly Psychology, which

now claims to rank as a special branch of natural science. The aim of the first

group is the intensive discipline and training of a few promising young mihds which 

may become examples of clear thinking, sound scholarship and good manners in the

This aim is priceless and cannot, therefore, becommunities in which they live.

forgotten in any community aiming at a high level of culture and "Civilization, 

third group is, in like manner, interested in the intensive training of a few pro

mising minds which may carry on the high work of scientific teaching and research in 

their communities and the application of the scientific results which they reach to

The

The claims of exactThis aim is also priceless.invention and human industry.

science cannot possibly be overlooked alike for purposes of individual culture and 

The second and intermediate group of studies, which I have called 

the Sociologies, covers such subjects as International Relations, Economics, Political 

Science, Social Ethics, Social Psychology, Anthropology, Social Pathology and a 

number of other subjects which still remain in a very elementary, diffuse and inexact 

type of University study.

social utility.

The Sociologies, as I understand them then, direct their 

attention not so much to the study of the human individual as to the study of social

groups of individuals. There can be no doubt about the importance of this movement. 

It is already planted in a ragged way in almost all ourIt has come to stay.

Universities of the premier class. Its possibilities for human study and human uses

are almost unlimited. Its importance on this Continent where our social groups and 

institutions are in the making is too obvious to be overlooked. Such s bjects, for

example, as the Family, Radial Groups and their Characteristics, the Claims of 

Humanity in the Industries, Shops and Homes, the Relation between the School and the 

Home, the School and Society, the School and the Ghurch, and all these subjects 

of infinite importance in every new country aspiring to conscientiously set up a

Call to mind, for example, the very great importance of the

are

civilization of its own.



This subject cannotstudy of racial groups, their characteristics and occupa ions, 

possibly be overlooked in a new country like this country.

Hungarians, Poles, Russians; Germans, Breach, Scandinavians; English, Scotch, Irish;

Jews, Italians, Greeks;

all obviously have their outstanding characteristics and occupations, and communities

No rational,in new countries are always a conglomerate of these racial colours, 

scientific immigration policy is possible, therefore, for any country until it has 

solved some of these racial problems in a soundly scientific way. 

difficulty with the problem of immigration is that we know so little about it.

What is it, I mean, which moves men to move in 1 rge masses in the first instance? 

Why are some civilizations nomads and migrate and others are peasants and do not

Indeed the real

migrate? The economic solution that migration always moves along the curve of 

greatest possible economic prosperity is an entirely inadequate explanation. I 

suggest that comfortable homes, good schools, fine churches and kindly hands and 

friendly faces have a great deal more to do with this problem than we sometimes 

imagine. What the immigrant is really looking for is better social conditions, and 

until we solve some of these questions in this country we shall not be able to settle 

the immigration problem at all. I do not wish to labour this subject, but it seems

to me to be of such obvious and crucial importance to us at present that I have

I know, too, of no place in the world where

It is, I suppose,

ventured to mention it in this way. 

these problems can be studied better than in the City of Montreal.

a vain hope th t we should have a School of Social Studies in this University which 

would correlate more carefully and effectively the work which e are now doing in

Many empty spaces, too, would have to be filled 

We should need, for example, new Chairs in

the social subjects I have named.

in in any venture of this kind.

International Law and Relation, Political Science, Political .Theory and Government, 

Social and Industrial Psychology, and some additions to the presentSocial Ethics

We should also need a new building, became® we are atDepartment of Sociology, 

present quite overcrowded in this Faculty, and the cost ol library equipment and

: Wi X':- Y-'l;:v-;-
■m

H
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field research would not be negligible quantities. Personally, I have thought for

.a long tine that if we had the funds we ought to make this venture at McGill. At
' the present time, however, it seems to be quite beyond our reach financially. The

re-arrangement of the work of the College into three groups instead of two is only a

If Commerce and Science w?ere made independent faculties, as I thinktrifling matter.

m they should be, at an early date, it would then be very easy indeed to form a School

of Social Studies in the Faculty of Arts, just as we have at present a School of

Commerce in that position.

I should like to suggest, however, that it would be very dangerous to 

attempt to set up this School of Social Studies as an entirely independent unit in

The Sociologies are the link or buckle between the Humanities andthe University.

the Sciences and must, therefore, always bear heavily upon these two groups of

It would not, surely, be advisable to tempt immaturely trainedUniversity study.

Before entering seriously on theseminds into a study of these very complex subjects.

social studies, the student should have, I suggest, a sound training in the Arts and 

At least, I should say, two : ears and probably even three or four years. 

In other words, serious studx in the Sociologies should, I suggest, he reserved for 

advanced students in the final years and for graduate work, 

present be necessary for a student to have at least two years of graduate work before 

venturing on the task of a professional sociologist, 

situation to see how fundamentally true this is. 

the final analysis, social relations.

Sciences.

It would, 1 think, at

One need only glance at the 

All human relations are really, in 

Language, for example, by which men communicate 

their ideas to one another is the most fundamental social agency in civilization.

The study of law, too, rightly unde stood is almost purely social in character, 

cannot sell a pound of sugar or keep a mangy dog without becoming entangled in the

How far elementary studies in jurisprudence, therefore, should be 

undertaken in a College of liberal education has always been a question with me.

The importance of Mathematics, History, Literature and all the Sciences upon social

I

One

law of the land.

:

conditions is far too Intimate to admit of any easy method of training efficient
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students and workers in social problems. Just how tile problem will be worked out in 

detail, if we have the means to do so, is a very large problem indeed. I suggest,

however, that the problem is one which the Board of Governors, Corporation and others
■m
sS:.;

il interested should consider With the utmost It is impossible, however, to

than barely mention its signigicance in a report of this kind and I

care. more
m
Üp? /•. ■ ; have not, there-

fore, attempted to reckon with it in the estimate of our immediate needs set out in

the latter part of this report.

Commerce.

I should like to add a few comments on the work of the School of

Commerce in the Faculty.
IS

I h ve had many men come to me during the last lew years and tell a 

story something like the following.

I worked on the railroad.

s

”1 only had an elementary school education.

I succeeded, however, and I now own a prosperous business. 

I want my son to succeed to this business, and he wishes to do so himself.

Want to ®ive SOKie tone ^ business, and there are some scientific subjects which 

are of great importance to

But I

In any case I want my son to get an education.us.

Vh&t studies do you think he should follow in order to get a creditable College 

education which will, at the same time, help him to take an interest in the business 

and to manage it successfully.* Despite the fact that our Universities, as I have 

already pointed out, have been stampeded by this class of student in recent years, no

University, so far as I know, has ever answered this question successfully.

School of Commerce at McGill has answered it in part but not wholly.

A School of Commerce is designed to offer a College education for four

The

Let me explain.

different classes of people in the community, (1) Accountants, (a) General Business 

Men, (3) Professional Econo 1sts and Statisticians, and (4) Actuaries. The first,

third and fourth of these classes are competently taken care of by the regular depart

ments of Accountancy, Economics and Mathematics respectively. The second class,

however, is very poorly taken care of by our School at present, and it is this class,

Iw.. Æ
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I suspect, which the promoters really had most in mind when the School was first founded.

By far the largest number of students in our School at any rate are really looking for an 
education which will fit them for financial and commercial occupations in life. How is
this to be done?

I recommend the creation of a Chair of Commerce, and the appointment of a

This - ork is being done at present under 

the name of Commercial Law, by t ree part-time Junior members of the Bar, but this is

The point of view of the Lawyer, especially the junior Lawyer, and 

the point of view of the laymai are entirely different, 

from the point of view of some section In the Civil Code, or of some moot case in Juris

prudence, the layman from the point of view of a concrete practical business transaction.

99 per cent of every concrete business transaction, say, for example, the sale and shipment 

of a consignment of goods from Liverpool to lontreal, is controlled by business customs and 

practices which never come near the law, and it is this substantial, dependable part of the 

transaction which every student of Commerce should know and understand, 

men have to do with isolated sections of the Code, current legal maxims and moot eases, the 

They cannot possibly learn enough about the law to practise it safely in their 

I speak with some confidence on this point, as I tau.nt Commercial Sales, 
and Negotiable Instruments with much relish myself for several years. 
tionally in the value of Commerce sad General Business as a subject of Univdrsity study.

The way men live and work and succeed and fail in the business world is a profoundly human 

study and has a right to rank with the most human subjects in the curriculum* 

training is really meant for literary and professional

It will, I know be difficult to find a man for this position.

School of Business Administration is the only place I know where this work is done

Perhaps, nowever, we might choose so&e young lawyer with at least as much native

full time Professor to take care of this work.

wholly unsatisfactory.

The Lawyer looks at the matter

The less business
V

better.

own business.

I believe uncondi-

The Arts

men.

The Harvard

success
fully.

Intelligence as kno ledge of the law and lea^re him to work out his own problem.
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Scholarships.
Our Scholarships in this Faculty are in a hopelessly miscellaneous, 

and meaningless condition at present.

the purchasing value of money to the ultimate 

and, therefore, the present stipends are too small to

over,

ragged
i-ost of them date from thirty years ago when

consumer was three times what it is now

encourage competition.
these scholarships offer very little clear outstanding distinction,

More-
because

they are awarded for eo many petty, technical, miscellaneous I have triedreasons.
repeatedly to arrange them in some sort of rational plan but without 

terms of the original endowments are fixed in most 

always old rules standing in the way.

I do not believe in charitable scholarships, 

ship and not for charity, 

is through an aid or loan fund for that 

find some principle upon which all 

suggest the following principle, 

ce tain number of exceptionally successful

Thesuccess.

cases and in others there are 
' oue of then, too, are wholly charitable, and 

Scholarships are awarded for Scholar-
The proper way to take care of deserving charitable cases 

It is necessary, therefore, to 

scholarship funds should be administered, and I

purpose.

scholarships should be so arranged that a

students may be able to pay a substantial
part of their College expenses by earning scholarships 

their course.
from year to pear throughout 

to make the following
(1) Matriculation Scholarships. - Mr. Beatty’s admirable scholarships 

in Classics and Mathematics offer

I recommend that three others be

^rith this principle in mind, I venture

suggestions.

an excellent model for other scholarships of this 

awarded on the same conditions and in thekind.

same amounts, as follows:- one in English and History, one in French and another 

language, and one in Physics and Mathematics. (2) First Year Scholarships. - There
are ohly three small scholarships for competition at the end of the First Year in a
class of 420 competitors, viz., The Jane Redpeth for highest aggregate standing in 

tfe year, value §115.00; The Barbara Scott for first place in Classics, 

and the Robert Bruce for high general standing, value §100.00. 

three be complemented by a further scholarship of §300.00, and that

value ,115.00; 

I recommend that all

seven a dditional
scholars ips be granted to the next seven students in order of general merit, and in
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the following amounts, Til., #350, #300, #250, #200, #150, #100 and #50.

(3) Second and Third Tear Scholarships. - Si* scholarships of the aggregate value of 

#750.00 are offered for competition at the beginning of the second year, and ten 

scholarships of the aggregate value of #2355.00 at the beginning of the third year, 

and I recommend that all these scholarships be multiplied b;. the number three (3).
‘A-

'

(4) Fourth Year Scholarships. - I recommend that the Faculty in full session be given.

the right to elect each year not more than ten scholars from the Graduating Classes
■

These scholarships shall carry no stipend but the holder shallin Arts and Science.

have the right to use the title and distinction "Scholar of McGill Coliege" for life

These scholarships shall be awarded on the student's full fourand good behaviour.

I recommend that the Faculty be given the right to 

award each year one travelling scholarship of the value of #1750.00 per annum and ten

able for two years to candidates holding the B.A. or M.A. degree from McGill.

The total increase in the amount of the above scholarships is #13,500.00 

per annum and I recommend that the student fees in Jtrts and Science subjects be 

increased #25.00 per annum, which will yield an additional sum of about #25,000.00

years of work in the College.

per annum, and that this sum be appropriated first to the payment of this increase 
and the remainder to increases in the salaries of the Professors. Although this is,

I think, a new suggestion, it is not an arbitrary one.

He sets the pace, he improves the standards, he sets an example of

The good student is un asset

in the class.

how students should work in College, and he is a great help and encouragement to the 

The mass of poor students, on the other hand, are a drag upon the class 

and a burden upon the Professor's work.

Professor.

These st dents, therefore, owe a heavy debt 

to the good students and to the Professors and they ought to pay this debt in part 

Our fees are not half what they are at Harvard, Chicago, Yale and otherat least.

unive sities of the premier class operating under private endowments in the United

The fees in private Universities will always be higher than in State owned 

institutions where every ratepayer has the riuht to stampede the University if he 

wishes to do so.

States.
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Student’s Loan Fond

I believe that the student has the same right to finance himself as any-
body else whilst gaining useful experience that will be of service to his community

I also believe that the promise of a diligent student to repay his 

Alma Mater any loans which it may make to him while in residence is as safe a security 

as there is on the market.

in after years.

mL&xny universities in the United States have had student 
loan funds for years and the plan is, I think, universally approved, 

of Vaasar tells me that they have had such a fund for twenty years and that they have 

not in all this time lost a single cent through bad loans.

Dr. McCracken

The same was true at
Sometimes the loans are slow coming in but they are always paid 

I recommend that a fund of $25,000.00 be set aside for 

Loans woula be made chiefly to promising students in the t ilrd and 

fourth years, but t.iese cases are personal and no rigid rules should be laid down. 

Saco case must be dealt -ith on its merits and this fund would be under the

Cornell in my day.

in the end with interest.

this purpose.

manage
ment of a careful loan fund committee. I pity the student who has to work after
hours to pay his way. It is so unfair. Ifter four years of hard work this class
of student only succeeds in getting an indifferent de -ree. 

advise against this plan.
I, personally, always

It is far better, 1 think, that the intending student 
should "ork three or four years to raise noney before coming to college and then

borrow the rest where he can. Probably each student to whom a serious loan is made 
should take out a policy of life insurance to guard against loss in cases of fatality.

Possibly, too, some scheme of student group insurance might be devised to protect the 

fund in these cases.

The Moyse Hall.

The builders aimed at the maviranmThis Hall has been a great success, 

of propriety, utility and simple beauty and they got all three™ I do not think that

The Hall is used for large classesuniversity money has ever been better invested.

four hours each day and is open from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. and sometimes until after mid-
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night for lectures, debates, public addresses, practices, rehearsals, music and plays. 

A Monthly church service is held on Sunday mornings.
<

I I should like to see this service
I should dearly love to see an an ual a propriation of about $3000 set 

aside to bring the best available clergymen to the College to preach to the students.

held every week.

It is true that the city churches are open to students, but serious college students de

mand something different from the usual miscellaneous congregation of worshio ers. When
the Hall was built we said t/iat we did not want a theatre with a pulpit but a chapel with

The cost of transforming the stage into a pulpit, 
a choir and an altar (why not!) ever: Sunday morning would be trifling.

a stage, and that was what was built.

I do not
The worship of God is not very visible inrecommend this but I strongly suggest it.

this University.

The East Block.

In the McGill Annual for 1928 I wrote inter alia as follows:-

"We must not forget, however, that the work of rebuilding Old McGill is not yet 
complete. The east wing of the building still remains to be done. All 
McGill men know, too, that this east wing is probably the most sacred place in 
all McGill history, for it was once the home of Sir William Dawson, who stands 
highest of all in our McGill Temple of Honour. Clearly, therefore, one of the 
next tasks to be undertaken by the University and by all McGill men is to en
large and rebuild this part of the College. The plans, I suggest, should show
a suitable entrance and front elevation facin; on The Little Campus at the end 
of Milton Street, and the whole designed in harmony with MoIson Hall end the 
Main College building and to be known as Dawson Hall. Just what the interior 
of. this part of the building should contain is largely conjectural, but with 
over fifteen hundred students now attending the College daily, the need for a 
completed building is clear, 
at present sorely in need of accommodation - is obvious, for Dawson was one of 
the greatest geologists of all time and this subject is of the very greatest 
scientific importance in the future development of Canada
diet that McGill College will then reorganize into a college of four distinct 
and yet closely affiliated faculties in Arts, Pure Science, Law and Commerce. 
The suggested change of name from "The Faculty of Arts", always a misnomer, 
to "McGill College", is, therefore, not without significance."

That it should contain the Department of Geology -

That done, I pre-

I see no reason for changing the opinion expressed in this paragraph. I 

know of no way in which University building funds could be used to such great profit at 

McGill at present. This block is four stories, and extended back with Molson Hall and 
Moyse Hall would contain, I estimate, as much or more cubic contents than the new Arts 

Building. There would, therefore, be, I am convinced, ample room for the Law School
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above, Geology in the rear and the Administration in front, and a few classrooms and 

offices in addition at present much needed by this Faculty, 

well be used in common by all. 

students into arbitrary water-tight compartments, 

needed money.

The classrooms night very 

Not a single seat need bp wasted by dividing college

That way, again, lies waste of much

Jvory college building should be built to fit the student body instead of 

trying to fit the student body into the building. Every building should be tailor-made.
That seems to me to be the supreme principle in all University building policy, 

present building was designed in that way and I shall venture that there
The

is not a single
college building in the world with more daily work of a kind done within its walls.

New Faculties.

I think,too, that the suggestion that 

Science and Com erce is also ti ely.
we should have three Fac Ities of Arts,

After all, the spirit and alms of these three 

are suite distinct and they should, I suggest, therefore be left
groups

as free as possible to 

At any rate, a joint Faculty of all three 
sections is really too cumbersome to be efficient and is often apt to be completely smother

ed by multiplicity of counsel and sometimes by petty personal and departmental oppositions, 

with the Biological sciences controlled by Medicine, and Physics and Chemistry independent 

entities, there really never has been any effective organization of this Faculty on the

work out in time their several destinies.

science side.

There is also a f rther reason why there should be a separate Faculty of

Science for the whole University, and although it is admittedly quite beyond my juris

diction I should like to be permitted to touch upon it briefly, 

work at Macdonald College.

I refer to the science

I know that the problem of the agricultural colleges is 

perennial and it will, I am convinced, remain perennial until these colleges realize more
cldarly what they are really trying to do. An agricultural college is designed, as I 

understand it, to provide a liberal useful education for men and women who intend to live

on the farm and home. The idea is that there should be two universities in every

There never was a more pro- 

There is not a single

community; one for the country and the other for the city.

found or a more extravagant and wasteful fallacy than this.

■
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Why thensubject of liberal education which is not needed on the farm and home; not one. 

should the Arts subjects not be taught in the University where they belong?

There is no specific science called the Science

This question,
f'j

too, is equally applicable to the Sciences.

What is usually called b that name is only the application of the stan-of Agriculture.

dard sciences, Physics, Chemistry and Biology, to problems of tillage and breeding, 

then can any student apply a science to any pursuit unless he first know the science itself?

How

These applied sciences are chiefly the following:-The question, I think, answe s itself.

Soil Physics, Agricultural Chemistry, General Botany, Genetics, Plant Pathology and Bacteri- 

Why then should a specialist in each of these subjects not be placed in theirology,

regular University departments where they may collaborate fully with their colleagues in

stead of isolating them in a separate institution where they are compelled to teach both 

the fundamentals and the applications of their subjects to immature students? 

trouble with the agricultural colleges, frankly, is that they are trying to compact a 

liberal and a vocational education into a single curriculum to carry on research work lead-

The chief

ing to a doctor’s degree and to operate a large and expensive experimental farm, all by 

men usually of inadequate training and without any significant practical experience. Hence,

I suggest, tentatively at least, (1) That theconstant inefficiency and dissatisfaction, 

science department in the University end at Macdonald College be consolidated into a single 

University Faculty, (2) that the first two years for the degree of B.S.A. be the regular 

two years of work in the University, and (3) that the third and, in some cases, possibly 

only the fourth year at Macdonald College be reserved for the usual field work and hus

bandries incident to farm management»

Dormitories»

This Faculty has a common interest with all the other Faculties in the

proposal to build dormitories at McGill and perhaps I may also be permitted to offer with

There are throughout the University at 

present about 800 - 1000 students who might live in dormitories. The cost of erecting these 

dormitories vrould be great, especially if they are to be commodious and comfortable inter

deference a few suggestions on that proposal.

nally and consistent with the landscape externally. Would the educational returns from

■■■■
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this venture be commensurate with the cost? That is the question. I do not think that
they would. Almost everything I have said in this report bears upon this question. 
Dormitories are a necessity in universities and colleges built in small towns and it is

true, I think, that these universities and colleges often show a greater college spirit 

than similar institutions without dormitories located in the larger cities. This spirit,
however, is usually, I fear, of the small town type and, therefore, of no great lasting

I an not sure, indeed, that it is genuine.

standards in these colleges are no higher nor as high, I think, as in other institutions

value to the student. Certainly the academic

doing the same or similar work. The spirit of a university with dormitories located in 

a large city, like Harvard for example, is, I know too, quite different from the spirit

of a similar institution like Cornell located in a small town. Nothing should, therefore,
really be done in ventures of this kind without the most careful inquiry into local

There is no use copying other institutions blindly.

Dormitories are usually dismal >laces.

Each room contains two single beds, a table and a rude bookcase.

con
ditions and local needs.

The halls are cold and dreary.

The fires are seldom
kindled in the conmon room. There is no library, and that alone is almost fatal. The
meals in the refectory are usually tasteless like all cheap meals prepared in large

Wno would wish to live for long in a cheap hotel, and that is just exactly 

what the usual college dormitory really is.

quantities.

Something should be allowed for individuality. 
How are the mind and manners of students to be improved seriously by herding t:em together

Should not something be conceded to the right of the student to choosein a dormitory?

his own quarters at a cost which he believes to be consistent with his own resources? If
any one thinks that the daily morality of st dents is improved by living in dormitories, 

he should look about a bit among the colleges, 

monasticism and the military barracks, and both these institutions are pretty well faded 

out in the colour of our present civilization, 

of places, in attics, in lodging houses, in boarding houses, in fraternities, in dormit

ories and hotels, and the best of them all is the simple, old-fashioned, quiet boarding 

house. It is at least something like home.

College dormitories are a relic of

I have lived whilst a student in all sorts
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Tbe history of college dormitories on this continent is exceedingly 

About thrity years ago so e of the universities of the premier class in the 

Eastern United States recognised that Oxford and Cambridge had something which they had 

not and which they wished to have, and they attributed this difference 

the students at Oxford and Cambridge lived in residences, 

mistaken.

interesting.

to the fact that

They were, however, completely 

ihe peculiar charm of Oxford, for example, is not due to her dormitories but
It

to her storied past, the memories of her men, her chapels, her colleges, each with its 

•'duality, where professors, tutors and students live together 

the thorough careful scholarly traditions of the le ding colleges,

own

in high company, to

to the preparatory work'

done by her students in such famous schools as Eton, Harrow and the rest, 

little, I suggest, to the fact that most of her stuc'ents have

and also not a

come from the leisured,

mannered classes in English homes. Harvard is finding out this mistake at present and 

President Lowell is now trying to reform the dormitories into houses. Will he succeed?
I do not think so. You cannot create a university out of bricks and mortar and ivied 

walls, and no merely mechanical rearrangement of the student body can create a single new

idea or a single new sentiment in the spiritual life of the institution.

The gymnasium.

I an sure that this Faculty agrees unconditionally that we are sorely in 

Many questions, however, must first be answered, as, forneed of a gymnasium at McGill, 

example, the following:- 

University?

What opportunities for outdoor sport are available to the 

What are the essentials and what the extravagances in the building and equip- 

Is a badminton court needed, 

use a gymnasium and to what extent? What is the 

of students? Should a gymnasium ever 

for salaries, classrooms, laboratories and 

that all these and similar questions

'

ment of a gymnasium? Is an outdoor track needed, and why? 

How many students willand for whom?

real value of gymnastics to the physical education 

take precedence over much needed requirements 

books? It stems to me, with the utmost deference, 

should be answered in the most conservative economical way. A large amount of money has
been wasted on extravagant gymnasiums in some universities.

YJe should always too, I suggest, keep carefully in mind the aims of
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Physical Education, 

to be continued in after life, 

tennis etc, 

is the best of these, 

autumn game ever invented.

Firstly, the University should

le©
encourage sports which ere likely

skating, snow-shoeing, skiing,• 9 swimming, cricket, 

encourage co-operative games, Football 

It is the best combination

Secondly, the University should also

There is no use decrying football.

Thirdly, there con be no doubt about the value of gymnastics
for young men and women.

They are apt sometimes,however, 

after life.

For muscular co-ordination and skill, 

to be too intense and
gymnastics are unsurpassed 

very long into 

large building, however,

cannot be continued
e need an adequate, 

with an indoor track, badminton
conservative gymnasium, 

courts etc. is, I
A

suggest, beyond our present resources.

Summary,

wish finally to present 

changes and additions to the College

Salary Increases
Biology (Additional Professor) 1" * 
Philosophy (Additional Professor) * ° * 
English (Additional Pro essor) . * * *
Proiessor of Commerce '
Professor of Public Speaking ! .........
Professor of Fine Arts * * * *
Scholarship increases .*...............

6 secre^: ■' •' • : :
Less from Increase

a short su ary of the increased cost of the 

suggested in this report:-which I have

I 21,050 
6,000 
6,000 
5,500 
6,000
5,000
5,000

13,500
1,200
800

Total,
in Student Fees,

Net Increase,

70,050
25,000

# 45,050
Capital Value at 6%, 
Plus Students Loan Fund, 750,833.34 

25,OOP„00 
#775,833.34

Note.- The net result 

of #775,833.34 to finish 

for an indefinite future time, 

in my jurisdiction, 

convinced that it will be

is* therefore, that we need a capital additional endowment 
m Physics, Chemistry and Biology 

Science Buildings

ae College, including salaries

Maintenance and equipment in the
are not

I do not aiggest that the full sum would be 

needed within the next five
needed at once, but I am

or six years.

All of which is respectfully submitted, 

Ira A. MacEay 

Dean
December la, i9g9e

; MM -".x
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FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

Numbers accepted for First Year

W

V /Mr it MEN B.A, B.Sc.
Gentiles 47. 76

Cv ^ fTv ¥ Hebrews 22 18

Totals 69 94

WOMEN
Gentiles 75 10
Hebrews 12

Totals 87 10

W
QM 3

Sept. 14, 1932.

j3.Com.
22 145

4 44

26 189

3 88
142

5 102

Hebrews (58) are already distinctly over the limit. Note

the continued rapid increase in the percentage of women in the B.A.
probably theThis movement set in three years agog, 

majority of the first year in the B.Sc. are pre-engineers.

I think, be quite up to the 400 mark and over before registration is

course. «

We shall,

complete.

September 14, 1932.
b/ '<AjL

UAJ^

291

Sir Arthur: -

F ■



B,Sc, Men.

100*
122*

56 141928-29

61 131929-30
119* 631930-31 20

* These figures inclule students intending to enter Engineering.

1st Yr. Registration and Results

B.A. Men

Number PassedTear Passed Failed
Registered in May or Leftin Sept.

120 61391928-29 20
881929-30 53 269

69 231930-31 39 7

FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

1 an • 25 ^ 1932.
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( f J?y Meeting of the Acuity of i rta, fovember 7th, 1930.

Keport by the Dean

The attend.nee of students this y err comp red with Inst la ea follows:-
Men Totalomen

1929-30 1930-31 1920-.30 19.30-il 192-9-30 19.0-.1
B.A» 91 69 104- 09 195 153
B. b'C* 124117 14 16 131 140
B.Con* 51 1060 10 90 61

Totnia 416 359

Total Figures for 1020-30 ,ad 1930-31

1929-30 1930-31 1
First Year 416 359
Second Year 313 322
Third Year 258 268
Fourth Year 202 231
Partiale 87 89

>

Totals 1276 1269

The followifcg facte gathered fro

The perilous increase in the percentage of women registered in the first 
year for the degree of Bachelor of Arte*

these nuabera re worthy of notice:-

1.

The marked decline in the niaaber of men registered in the first year for2.

the degree of Bachelor of Comerce*

The large number of nea eg!stored in the first year for the degree of3.

•V i'Ags■

K'S

ill

m
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2.
Bachelor of Science. This number, a» in former years, is made up largely of students 

intending to proceed Into Applied Science et the end of their first year, and into 

Medicine at the end of their second or third year.

M:

The resolution passed at the meeting of Faculty on May 9th proposing that 

the Science departments in the Faculty be organized into & science Division of the Faculty, 

with a chairman to be called The Dean of Science, -no presented to Corporation at its 

last meeting and after a lengthy, suggestive and interest ng discussion nos approved 

unanimously»

ment Is a first fatal step towards the complete division, of the Faculty, 

of the kind.

The impression seems to persist In so e places, however, that this ziove-

It is nothing

The different branches of Art» md Pure .Science are at pre ent far too.
« 

' ;vi: ;B intimately related in the liberal education of the University student to admit of any

I believe, too, that this move will lead, in the end, to much more

The presence of two Deans sitting in one

complete separation.

effective unity than exists at present.

Faculty In full cession may be unusual, but I have no fear of a duumvirate, 

virate is Just as valid a form of government as an: other .ora, given the essential 

elements of mutual confidence nd courtesy, and these elements nust all- ye bo assumed in 

the government of any Institution and especially in the government of Universities.

The history of other premier Univc sities is exceedingly interesting at this 

Harvard University va» once Harvard Collef-e.

I A dman-

gi

point. few faculties were added and

Harr*rd College becam» Harvard University, but the tr- litions end aims of Harvard College 

still rennln distinct in the life of the University with this important result that 

Harvard has kept the outline© of higher University education store distinct perhaps than 

most other institutions on this continent. Many other Universities followed the same line 

of development as Harvard but failed to preserve sufficiently the oins and interests of

McGill University was once McGill College.

at this time a McGill Medical College, and I v nture to tell you that the Medical Faculty 

in ucGill i® still knotn ls the McGilx Medical College in «..any parts of Canada outside 

®®w faculties tore added and McGill College became McGill University.

their original foundation. There was also

this province.

■■■K



Simu Vi-
3.■ j ,

The Medical College became the Led!cal Faculty. The Faculty of Applied Ucienco or

« ngineerlng beeene geaerelly and sdeleadingly known e the Faculty of Science. Arta,
Pure Science and Commerce Studies were compacted Into The Arte Ïacuity, 
colleges cere added, namely, The Royal Victoria College for

Finally net? 

woBen and Macdonald College
pug

at Gte. *. nne de Bellevue, and the result 

McGill has became distinctly confused and s > eti es 

these ideas on University design ere wholly worthless.

I still believe in e central college of two or even

now ie that our constitutional nomenclature at 

misleading. I do not think that

more faculties, if
necessary, with V e professional colleges or faculties grouped 

This is, I vfeature to think, the simplest and clearest
around the central college.

m idea of University organisation
suitable for Universities operating under a unitary administration auch 

McGill.
rb we he** at

1 ;leed vjt <$eeU "<tre* 1 thîak» oa the great importance to the whole University 

>t strengthen!2xg the position of the central College in every possible wey. 
studeats 1= thi. University, or ««,1.. t0 t:.e profmeiorol facultles

carefully selected and sifted in advance by The Facult;

All the
are

of ..rts and Ldcnce. It is
apparent, therefore, that the work one by the College affects 

University in e very comprehensive way.

Science departments with;bthe Faculty of Arts and Selene* 

direction and may lead to

the hole life of the, a
1 believe that this resolution, to organize the

is a novenent In the right 

G02c '' GIŸ interesting develo patents in the future.
.

The Science
uC ' *** ^afluTty have not h: d, hitherto, any organization of their own, I

•ttggnst that it i® sot only their right but their duty to organise themselves carefully

i‘ ''-iticussiog all tu estions of policy, et hod, w,ui .i4v.it and maintenance 

necessary for promoting the study of pur* science in kcGi.il*

- propose! to recomead that sa ederuute scholarship fund and loan fund be 
granted the College rind discussed at t;.e nc ,ing of the Faculty in full session on June
oth, has also been presented, et some length, to Corporation at two recent meetings.

The finances of the University are not at present, we know, in a position to rent those 

two iuads, but I su est, nevertheless, tl t we should keep the proposal carefully in

mind for the future. Host of the students attending this College et present ere what

■
:

'■
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we say call general ntudents, that le to 

learned profc? lonr. or to follow bualnees employments after

say students iatenlng to proceed into the

gri luatloa. The per
centage of students amongst us who Intend to follow highly literary and scientific

pursuits In the schools, colleges, unive sltiec and Industries of the 

Ingly
country Is axceed-

11 at present. our student body Is, frankly, I suggest, distinctly

ary that similar conditions prevail in other 

1 see no reason why : cCill should follow other Universities

week -it its
acedealc centre. It is no nnewer to

premier Universities.

downhill. It is true, too, ith us, es 11th other Unlwereitles, that most students of 

tnls capital class are usually short of the neceeoery rays end moans to Ive their ? ole 

time devotedly to their studies, and the only way, therefore,
■

JsJàsfS

that I can think of en-

courn ring them is by offering then the necessary assistance by competitive exhibitions 

and scholarships and by occasional lo- ns from the University in deserving 

should like more tb a I
oases. I

cr*n lay to see a real competition for exhibition» Baâ scholarships

at the beginning of the first year, open to candidates from aU ?rrts of Canada and 

Great Britain. Impartial examination p-pere, open on equal terns to candidates from all

good schools In Canada and Great Britain, could be easily prepared and seat to the 

principal examination centres for competition 

such a fltst ola»£
I believe that the res Its of 

competition would have a very Important influence on the schools of

each year.
1

both countries. 1 suggest» too, thi-1 this is the best end fairest 

may solve the problem presented by the Headmasters
way by which. HoGill

Conference from. Great Britain which
visited Canada last year.

Members of faculty there 

need brin» to your attention in this 

of studente In the first year to side-step Mathematics

uro only n few other very minor miters which I

‘■^port. I my point out, however, that the tendency 

has, I think, become a distinct
eed 0l‘0“ld bc "e"1» »5 »• " culty during thi, ueouiou.

were this year promoted to a hi. her
Six students

5enr ^aAitloned in one whole course and one half
It Is very difficult to know, under the rules, 

To compel them to repeat their whole

course.
* at to do With this class of

student.
year set ns to ne futile. To limit thrn
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5.
throughout the year to two end o half subjects, mrtely the subjects In which they hrve 
failed and one subject from the next higher year is to offer them only a half year of

ge is obviously unfair. I have tried, tsere-work, vad to compel then to leave the Col

fore, ae hitherto, to decide these cases m their individual merits, 
a few students who were ill during the cm lnation period last Kay and after who have

Thor are alao

been penal tied to take their examination* for the first time pertly in optmber & d

All other registrati>nn h ve, I thin , eoepliod otrictly with thepartly in February.

written rules of t.e Faculty#

This report is intended wholly lor the interaction of the Faculty M calls,
I thlak, for no further proceedings except informal suggestion and comment.

Respectfully submitted,

V

Dean
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Is
Registration 1929-50 and 1950-51.

First Year

Men Women Total

1929-50 1930-51 1929-30 1930-31 1929-30 1950-31

B.A. 6991 104 89 195 158

B.Sc. 117 124 14 16 131 140

B.Com. 51 10 1080 90 61

Totals 416 359

Total Figures for 1929-50 and 1930-31.

!
1930-311929-30

;

First Year 359416

Second Year 313 322

Third Year 268258

Fourth Year 231202

Partiale 8987

Totals 1276 1269

November 3, 1930.
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

Faculty of Arts

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

January 7, 1230.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.,

Principal, McGill University.

My dear Principal,

Poliowing my recent note to you, I now wish to add 

the following figures for your information covering the Freshman Year during 

the last session, 1928-29.

Humber of students admitted by McGill Matriculation 
and High School Leaving, 298

Humber failed in more than one subject, 127

Percentage failed, 42%

Humber of students admitted by other certificates, 

Number failed in more than one subject,

Percentage failed,

106

71

67%

Some of the more detailed figures are interesting so

far as they go. 52 were admitted from Ontario and 33 or 63.47 per cent

failed* 8 from the University of Montreal of whom 7 failed; 10 from Hew 

Brunswick and 9 failed; 6 from Nova Scotia and all failed; 12 from the United

States of America and 8 failed. I think, however, that the distribution

from other places is too small to offer any serious suggestions.

There were, I should estimate, about 50 who applied

showing certificates other than our own, who were refused, and if we add this

number to the 106 admitted malting a total of 156, then only 25 of these

• ' X



This clearly indicates that ourstudents were able to pass our first year.
minimum requirements for admission to this University are distinctly, indeed very 

much higher than the minimum requirements for admission into other Colleges. 

Indeed, the whole situation looks distinctly ominous for students coming to

If only 25 out of 156 who apply for admissionMcGill from other places.
actually succeed in our first year, it seems to me that we have come very nearly 

to the point of refusing outside certificates altogether unless they be distinct-

Just what policy the University should pursue in a situation

If Y/e keep on raising out
ly creditable.
such as this is a very difficult matter to decide.

standards at McGill we shall obviously come very soon to the point where we will 

be compelled to refuse to recognise outside certificates altogether except for 

students who have a very distinguished career in their own schools.

I know that the school authorities in the other Provinces will

What

should we do?
immediately deny that our standards of admission are higher at mcGill than in

The public, even our own public,the local Universities, and who is to decide? 
do not knov/ the facts and it would be impossible to put than in posiiÆ&Dn of tne

The situation is distinctly interesting.real facts at present.

Yours very truly,

Ù—

Dean

%

1 Sir Arthur Currie, 2.
■:

■
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL

Faculty of Arts

OFFICE OF THE DEAN

January 4, 1930.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G • >

Principal, McGill University.

My dear Principal

I have received your note of yesterday and now wish to say

that Dean Laird probably referred at the recent meeting of the Protestant Committee

to a remark which I made to him recently that the most of our bad failures in the

I haveFreshman Year during this term were coming from outside the Province.

Jtjust made up a list for my own information of the twenty-five poor ejr students in

their tern tests this session and ten of these come from our own matriculation

Theand school leaving examinations and fifteen from outside examinations.

figures are:-

I.IcGill Matriculation
Ontario .........................
University of Montreal .
British Columbia ..............
Nova Scotia .........................
Alberta ..................................
Cambridge, England .........

This is probably too small a number to judge from, but I shall make out a list of 

50 for this year and for the whole of the Freshman Class last year at the regular

I had some fairly accurate figures 

students showed at that time a slight

May examinations for your information.

three years ago on this subject and our own

I am inclined to think that further figures will show mai» thisadvantage.

advantage has distinctly increased during the last two or three years. I need

o 
C
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Sir Arthur Currie, 2.

scarcely point out, however, that this method of judging is really not fair to

outside schools, as the high schools in each community naturally follow more

closely the usual requirements in their local universities and colleges.

Yours very truly,

Dean
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McGill university
1

MONTREAL 31I
Faculty of A rts

m
Office oit the Dean

October 24, 1927.
. ■

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.,

Principal, McGill University.

S
My dear Principal,

The following figures, taken from my records of 

students attending the College during the present 

of interest to you: -

Ho. of pre-Medical and pre-Dental 
Students in the 1st Year,

Ho. of B.A.tM.B. Students in the 1st Yr.
(stated at registration),

Ho. of pre-Science Students in the 1st Yr

Ho. of pre-Medical and 
in the 2nd Year,

• of B.A.,M.D. Students in the 2nd Year,

a
Vsession, will be ■iiE
m■

30 fV-

1
3

53 ■
!

::sS

• »

pre-Dental Students •146 M
Ho

R.V.C.
Ho. of B.Sc. ,M.D. Students in the 2nd Year, 

Ho. of B.A. ,M.D. Students in the 3rd Year,

14

R.V.C.
Ho. of B.A.,D.D.S. Students in the 3rd Year, 

Ho. of B.Sc.,M.D. Students in the 3rd Year,

1

16
205

These 205 cases are all known cases and there will, doubtless, 

other accessions to the professional Faculties during the next 

four years.

be

The net result is that from a freshman class of,

; ;
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Sir Arthur Currie, 2.

say, 400 students and a few creditable partial students, less than 
half will enter their final year for a B.A., B.Sc. or B.Com. 
degree, and in ordinary practice the number will naturally be much

I must admit that the situation is distinctly 
I am afraid that we shall never get McGill College

less than that, 
disturbing.
on a first class footing so long as it is so freely turned into a 
repair shop for the professional schools in this way. 
already stated repeatedly before the Faculty and Corporation, it 
costs the College as much to entertain one of these pre-professional 
students for a year as it does to entertain one of our own students 
for the whole period leading to a degree, and that for the simple 
reason that these students leave us in the later years when we have

As I have

facilities to entertain them when the classes are broken up into
I cannot help thinking, too, that the overcrowding 

of classes in the first year must be seriously depressing the oppor
tunities offered to our own bona fide students proceeding to an 
Arts, Science or Commerce degree.
years, for example, in English, Mathematics, Latin, French etc 
is so fundamental to the education of every student that unless 
this work is done thoroughly the chances of the students in more 
advanced years of study are seriously imperilled.
Mathematics, for example, a good student in the first and second 
years scarcely gets any assistance at all, as the instructor is 
compelled to repeat work already well known to any first class 
student; and in English Composition, too, it is humanly impossible 
to do anything appreciable with a class of 450 students. Facility 
in English Composition can only be acquired by practice and the

smaller units.

The work done in the early
• »

In Latin and

« :

!.V.
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Sir Arthur Currie, 3.

careful attention and criticism of the instructor.
The claims of the community being what they are, 

however, it is a little difficult to suggest any remedy for this 
So far as the pre-Science students in the firstsituation. year

are affected we might be able to take care of them if we were per
mitted to segregate them in sections of their own under the in
struction of junior members on the Staff, but I doubt if this 
would be satisfactory as the Faculty naturally desires to allow 
these students the best that they have to offer in their Depart- 

I cannot help thinking, however, that these students 
should be placed under the direction and supervision of the Science 
Faculty during their preparatory year.
Science Faculty ought to know better than the members of the Arts 
Faculty just what these students require in the way of preparatory 
training, and surely contact with their own College and with their 
own Professors should be an incentive of some value to students 
whose primary ambition is to pursue the study of the applied 
sciences and engineering.

ments.

The members of the6
Ig

I-

aIt is also very difficult for us to know what to 
do with the large number of students who enter the second of the 
two pre-Medical years from other schools and colleges, 
students enter with all sorts of certificates, ranging from senior 
matriculation certificates given by the schools in the English- 
speaking Provinces to graduates of other Universities, 
of these students are alike and, as a general rule, the results of 
their year of work with us are not very satisfactory. 
therefore, it is a little unfair for the Medical School to expect

■
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Sir Arthur Currie, 4.

us to repair so many candidates for admission to Medicine.

Medical School has a very large number if candidates from which to 

select the students permitted to enter the first

The

year, and I do not 
think that this repair work which we are doing in this year improves 

the general standing of their first year student body very 

ciably.
appre-

Kindly do not think that I am complaining in 

way of the attitude of the Medical and Science Schools in this
any

matter, as the situation is one which has come about in a very 

natural way and must be dealt with in the most satisfactory 

open to us.
manner

I should prefer, too, not to have the matter brought 

up too acutely either in the Faculty or before Corporation, as it is■M

much easier, I think, for us to solve these problems by friendly 

negotiation between the different Faculties interested. 

like some time to discuss this matter with you a little more fully.

Yours very sincerely,

I should

jL S
Dean : I
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